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trip to Edinburgh,
Scotland, to watch Drinks
International contributors
Tom Sandham and Ben
McFarland perform in the Festival
Fringe (page 58) seems a bit of light
relief from the almost continual
onslaught from the anti-alcohol lobby.
The latest revelation has been that older people should
stop enjoying the pleasures of alcohol and lower their
intake to 11 units of alcohol a week. (Hurrah for women
for a change, only having to drop the equivalent of a
generous glass of wine a week. Boo-hoo for the boys
whose intake is nearly halved).
As Emma Soames, UK columnist and editor-at-large
of over-50s magazine Saga, pointed out: take away food
and (alcoholic) drink and there isn’t much left to enjoy
for probably the majority of older people. Also, they have
got that far, why not let them enjoy the remainder of their
mobile, independent, compos mentis time before the mist
thickens and comes down?
So, to read Tom and Ben’s handout was a pleasant
relief and made me smile – as did Ben’s face, a natural
comic’s visage. Their debut show is being promoted thus:
“Edinburgh’s only intellectual and interactive elbowbending event will champion alcohol and reveal how it
has played a role in love, literature and learning since the
dawn of time.” Here, here.
There’s more: “Long before it helped us lose our mobile
phones, alcohol has been oiling the wheels of civilisation
and invigorating the minds of history’s greatest heroes
– from Jesus Christ (are you sure? We all know he
changed water into wine, but…) to Van Gogh to Ernest
Hemingway and Winston Churchill…” For more turn to
page 58 and if you want to see them, go to: pleasance.
co.uk. A snip at £9/£11.
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News

Diageo to take controlling
stake in Chinese company
C

hinese regulators have approved Diageo’s
acquisition of an additional 4% stake
in Sichuan Chengdu Quanxing Group
(Quanxing) from Chengdu Yingsheng Investment
Holding Co (Yingsheng).
The 4% stake is worth RMB140 million (£13
million) and would take Diageo’s holding in
Quanxing to 53%.
Quanxing produces a well-known white spirit in
China called Shuijingfang.

Gallo buys
Diageo winery
E & J Gallo Winery is to purchase Edna Valley
Vineyard from Diageo Chateau & Estate Wines
Company and Paragon Vineyard Company,
which held it as a joint venture.
Gallo will continue to partner with Paragon
as a source of grapes for the Edna Valley
Vineyard wines.
Edna Valley Vineyard produces a range of
wines, specialising in Chardonnay. The purchase
includes the winery, the brand and 62 acres, of
which 44 acres are planted with Chardonnay and
Pinot Noir.
The Californian vineyard and winery are
located five miles from the Pacific Ocean in San
Luis Obispo.

Death of Phil Parnell
Phil Parnell, executive chairman of the Drambuie
Liqueur Company, has died suddenly. He was
admitted to hospital suffering from cancer of
the pancreas and died on June 16.

News
In Brief
Industry stories from
around the globe
july 2011 drinksint.com

Paul Walsh, chief executive of Diageo, said: “We
are privileged to have the unique opportunity to
participate at scale in super-premium Chinese white
spirits, one of the largest, fastest-growing spirits
segments in the world.
“I am appreciative of the vote of confidence
Diageo has received from the Chinese authorities and
the tremendous support we have had from our own
government as we seek opportunities for growth in
our business.”

Macleod buys Tamdhu distillery
I

an Macleod Distillers has purchased the Tamdhu
distillery, Speyside, from the Edrington Group.
The purchase was concluded on June 28 for an
undisclosed sum.
Tamdhu has a distillation capacity of four million
litres of alcohol per year and the Tamdhu Single Malt
brand was also included in the sale.
Leonard Russell (right), managing director of
Ian Macleod Distillers, said: “Having purchased
Glengoyne Distillery from Edrington in 2003, we
are delighted to be acquiring a second distillery
from them, safe in the knowledge that it has been
maintained to a very high standard and comes with
a reputation for producing exceptional quality
single malt.”
Ian Curle, chief executive of The Edrington Group,
said: “From Edrington’s perspective, the sale will
further de-complex our business, allowing us to
continue to focus on the growth of our five key
brands: The Famous Grouse, The Macallan, Brugal,
Cutty Sark and Highland Park.”
Since purchasing Glengoyne distillery in 2003, Ian
Macleod Distillers has more than doubled sales of
Glengoyne Single Malt.
The company is also investing “upwards of

Constellation Wines
Australia & Europe has
officially become Accolade
Wines. Its brands include
Hardy’s and Echo Falls. The
company was purchased by
private equity group Champ
in December 2010 and
announced plans to change
its name in early 2011.

Diageo has appointed
Southern Wine & Spirits of
America as its distributor
in control states. Southern
is to provide coverage
for Diageo spirits brands
across all 18 states and will
represent Diageo’s Chateau
& Estate Wines in the five
control states for wine.

£1 million” in marketing the Glengoyne brand in the
UK over the next two years.
Ian Macleod Distillers recently announced a
turnover increase of 22% to £31.9 million in 2010.

The cost of wines and
spirits in the UK is
increasing rapidly as tax
increases continue to force
up prices, according to the
latest market report from
the Wine and Spirit Trade
Association (WSTA).

Budweiser has signed a
three-year agreement with
The Football Association to
become the ‘lead partner’
of The FA Cup. The English
club competition – the
oldest football tournament
in the world – will now be
known as The FA Cup with
Budweiser.
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News

Foster’s turns down takeover offer

F

oster’s has rejected a takeover bid from
SABMiller. Foster’s Group said that it
received an “unsolicited, incomplete, nonbinding and conditional proposal” from
SABMiller to acquire all of the shares in
Foster’s via a scheme of arrangement at a price

Pink port quality
comes under fire

T

Pernod Ricard has
announced the disposal
of its shares in Georgian
Wine and Spirits LLC to
JSC Marussia (Georgia).
Georgian Wine and Spirits
LLC is a Georgian company
that owns, among others
the wine brands Old Tbilisi,
Tamada and related assets.
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Gruppo Campari has
invested $50 million in
doubling capacity at
its Wild Turkey whiskey
distillery. The 134,000sq ft
expansion will up capacity
to 11 million proof gallons
annually, from the five
million of the previous
distillery which was first put
into operation in 1869.

Dailuaine in £20m
investment project

Shutterstock/Jean Morrison

he CEO of the Fladgate Partnership has called for the
quality standard of rosé port to be raised.
Adrian Bridge introduced the Croft Pink Port brand in
2008 – the first of its kind. The category of ‘rosé port’ was
then created in July 2009 and opened up the market to
competition. He said some producers have been “cutting
corners”.
Bridge added: “We worked with the IVDP [the regulatory
body for port] to create a special category of port.
“Some people have reacted by producing something of
inferior quality. We are arguing that, although it is a new
category, it needs to be a quality one.”
Bridge said: “Some of the recent products appear to be
a blend of red and white port or do not show the sort of
quality that should be needed for a special category port”.
He added: “As creators of the category we are trying to
work with the IVDP in maintaining the standards. Some
competitors are doing a good job but some others are
cutting corners and this will be a problem for consumers if
overall category quality is not maintained.”
The IVDP’s website describes rosé as a “pink-coloured
wine obtained by light maceration of red grapes, with
no oxidation during preservation. These are wines to be
drunk young and are highly aromatic with notes of cherry,
raspberry and strawberry. They are soft and pleasant on the
palate. They are best drunk chilled or with ice, and can also
be served in several cocktails.”
A spokesperson for the IVDP said: “IVDP is not aware
of any mixing of red and white ports. We have paid special
attention to this matter.”

of $4.90 per share in cash.
The board of Foster’s said the proposal
“significantly undervalues the company in the
context of a change of control” and “it does
not intend to take any further action in relation
to it”.

The River Spey

D

iageo plans to invest £20 million in its
Speyside whisky facilities in Scotland.
The company has submitted a
planning application to Moray council for the
redevelopment of its Dailuaine distillery complex
in Speyside. These plans would see a £9.5
million upgrade of the existing bio-plant, which
deals with whisky by-products from a number
of Diageo’s distilleries. The company said this
would open the potential to increase production
capacity across Speyside.
Diageo is also developing other proposals,

Tennesseans are to be
given the chance to
sample distilled spirits
at restaurants, bars and
liquor stores under new
legislation, according to
the Distilled Spirits Council
of the United States
(DISCUS).

which would follow the Dailuaine project. The
company said these would “see production
capacity increased at existing distilleries by more
than 10 million litres per annum over the next
two to three years” – the equivalent capacity
to building a major new distillery – with an
investment of around £10 million. The details of
these plans are still being developed.
The Speyside region is home to 17 of Diageo’s
28 malt whisky distilleries in Scotland. The
company’s recent investment there includes the
opening of the £40 million Roseisle distillery.

EU plans to liberalise grape
planting regulations were
criticised by Bruno Le
Maire, French minister for
agriculture, at Vinexpo. He
said proposals to allow an
increase in production in all
EU countries contradicted
the goals of preserving the
character of regional wines
and would undermine quality.
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on drinksint.com
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Tales of the
Cocktail

Appointments
Rémy Cointreau

Australian winery Brown Brothers has

malts, taking on a global educational

July 20-24

has announced the

appointed Rachel Herrig brand manager

role within the sales and marketing

New Orleans

appointments of

to “drive the brand’s development

team covering all key markets. In

talesofthecocktail.com

Matthew Hodges

in the UK and Ireland”. Herrig will be

distillery and blending operations,

(right) and Simon

based at the PLB office in West Sussex,

Jeremy Stephens, former head

Intervitis Interfructa
Southern Africa

Roffe to its Global

following the company’s takeover of

distiller at Auchentoshan, replaces

Travel Retail team.

Brown Brothers’s UK management and

Iain McCallum as senior blender for

August 2-4

Laura Lagière

distribution in January. Herrig joins

Morrison Bowmore. Alistair McDonald,

Cape Town, SA

has also joined the Paris team as junior

Brown Brothers following three years

previously distilleries engineer at

intervitis-interfructa.co.za

trade marketing manager, reporting to

at wine importers Erhmanns, where she

Auchentoshan, and Kenny Grant,

Laurent Cosson, marketing manager

held various roles, most recently business

previously head distiller at Glen Garioch

GTR. (See Travel Retail pages 8-9 for

development manager.

distillery, are now managers at their

Gin Mare Cocktail
Competition

further information.)

September 1-3

respective distilleries.
Diageo GTME has announced that Sandra

Ibiza

Constellation Brands has named Jay

Vaucher, currently regional marketing

mediterraneaninspirations.com

Wright, currently president of its North

director for GTME Americas, has become

UK wine agency Stevens Garnier has

American division, new chief operating

customer team director. Vaucher will be

appointed Anthony Habert national

Sydney Bar Show

officer, overseeing marketing, sales and

primarily responsible for the cruise and

accounts director. Habert will also

September 11-14

operations across the company. Wright

in-flight channels of GTME Americas’

take responsibility for the UK market

Sydney, Moore Park

was named president of the North

business.

development of light and fortified

barshow.com.au

American business in December 2009

wines from Sogrape, a key producer

and previously served as executive vice-

Morrison Bowmore Distillers has made

Oktoberfest

president and chief commercial officer

several appointments within its sales

September 17-October 3

of Constellation Wines US.

and marketing team. Phil Nickson has

As part of Aspall’s restructuring,

been appointed business development

commercial

The Glenglassaugh

executive for London to strengthen

director Geoff

Distillery Company

Morrison Bowmore’s presence in this

Bradman (right)

TFWA Cannes

has appointed

area, with a focus on the on-trade.

and finance

September 18-22

Mhairi McDonald

Paul Goodwin has been appointed

director Des Smith

Cannes

and Graeme

business development executive

(below) have

tfwa.com

Morrison to

for Scotland, with a particular focus

been promoted

two roles which

on the on-trade in the central belt.

to joint managing

Boutique Bar Show

replace that of

Claire Keene joins from Diageo, where

directors. Clive Maskell will join the

September 21-22

distillery manager.

she worked as a business development

business as head of finance, and the

London

McDonald

executive with the on-trade. Her new

commercial

boutiquebarshow.com

becomes

role is regional sales executive for the

teams have also

production

domestic and travel retail markets

been added to

The Whisky
Exchange Show

manager and

in the Nordic and Baltic regions. Joe

by the arrival

Morrison maturation manager, with

Hughes has been appointed to the new

of Paul Walker

October 7-8

responsibility for filling operations and

role of digital marketing manager. Iain

as commercial

London

maturing stock.

McCallum has been appointed master of

manager.
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Qantas launches wine
club with a difference


Aussie flag carrier

other and industry experts.

Qantas has launched

“While there may be existing

an upmarket wine and food club

wine clubs, epiQure stands out

for its Qantas Frequent Flyers

as a programme that offers much

programme.

more than access to wine,” said

The online epiQure initiative is

“We are excited about the

one-off entrance fee of A$99 (£65)

opportunities this exclusive

or 13,000 Frequent Flyer points.

community will present to

Members can purchase wines from

our new epiQure members, in

Qantas’ first and business class

particular the private dinners with
Members can also earn three

The epiQure website also

wines from the club’s website,

Qantas Frequent Flyer points for

contains recipes from celebrity

online forums to gain knowledge

epiqure.com.au. They will not

every A$1 (£0.65) they spend on

Australian chefs, as well as

from industry experts, and an

be charged for delivery within

buying wine, and four points for

articles on winemakers and new

annual gala event and personalised

Australia on any wines purchased

every dollar spent at more than

restaurants, and an online forum

winery tours in every Australian

until 2012.

250 partner restaurants.

for members to chat with each

wine region.”

globally recognised chefs, the

Hendrick’s
sales soar at
Dubai airport

Finlandia vodka enjoys month in
the spotlight at Delhi Duty Free

W

D

reported a sales increase of

50% on Hendrick’s gin during a
recent promotion with Dubai Duty
Free (DDF) in Dubai international
airport’s Terminal 3.
Centrepieces of the promotion
were a birdcage and a Victorian
bathtub – two theatrical props
used at other hub airports over the
past year to support the eccentric
Scottish gin brand.
Hostesses were on hand to give
more information to passengers
about the brand and to promote
the Hendrick’s Tea Time Gift
Pack, which contains a bottle of
Hendrick’s and a bone china teacup.
Another element of the
promotion was a free 5cl
Hendrick’s miniature with every
purchase of a 1-litre bottle.
“You cannot just pop a bottle
on the shelf and expect it to sell
though nowadays,” said Rajiv
Bhatia, William Grant & Sons
regional manager Gulf, Middle
East & Indian Subcontinent.

8 Drinks International

The UK Kent-based
Hush Heath vineyard
has won a listing for its
Balfour Brut 2007 sparkling
wine onboard British
Airways’ first class cabin
service and airport lounges.
The winery produces some
25,000 bottles a year.

Flyer chief executive.

7.8 million frequent flyers for a

illiam Grant & Sons has

✈

Simon Hickey, Qantas Frequent

exclusively available to the airline’s

cellars, and limited-edition vintage

In Brief

elhi Duty Free Services (DDFS)
launched a major Finlandia
vodka promotion at its Delhi
airport Terminal 3 store last month.
The month-long promotion saw
passengers given the chance of a $2
discount on any purchase of one bottle
of Finlandia, and $5 off any two bottles
of the brand.
The initiative also includes the
chance for customers buying two
bottles of Finlandia to win a Blackberry
smartphone on every alternate day of
the promotion.
The top prize, which went to a single
winner announced at the end of the
promotion, was a luxury trip to Finland.
“White spirits remains overall a niche
category and is more popular among
women,” said DDFS chief operating
officer Arun Barathi, commenting on
the white spirits category’s potential at
Delhi airport.
“We have a very decent collection
of white spirits at different price
points,” added Barathi. “The challenge
is to rationalise the offering to ensure
that our collection is at the optimum
level.”
One of DDFS’ most successful white
spirits launches over the past year was
the F vodka brand.

Danish ferry line
Scandlines has opened
a new duty-paid border
shop in the German port
of Rostock. Wine, beer and
spirits are key categories
in the outlet, which targets
Scandinavian travellers
arriving in the port on ferry
line’s service from Gedser,
Denmark.
UK-based travel
retail drinks
distributor World of Patria
has gained a listing for
Westons Cider onboard
cross-Channel ferry
operator Condor Ferries.

✈

Aldeasa-WDF has
opened a 700sq m
duty free store at Naples
airport. Liquor accounts
for nearly 25% of the floor
space of the new outlet and
a Think Napoli gifting area
features local grappa spirits,
limoncello liqueurs and local
wines.

✈

DDFS head of retail Kieran Winder poses with a
Blackberry winner during the Finlandia promotion

The Edrington
Group is expanding
distribution of its travel
retail exclusive The
Macallan 1824 MMXI to
high-profile hub airports
such as Hong Kong
International, Seoul
Incheon and Taiwan
Taoyuan. Only 1,824 bottles
of the Macallan 1824
Collection Limited Release
MMXI were produced.
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WDF countrywide whisky festival


World Duty Free (WDF) ran its largest malt whisky promotion
to date last month across 10 UK airports.

The two-month WhiskyFest’11 aimed to highlight both the breadth of
the UK airport retailer’s whisky offer and draw customers’ attention to
savings over domestic high street prices.
Targeting both newcomers to the category and whisky connoisseurs,
the promotion included in-store sampling, independent expert advice,
recipe and cocktail ideas and a customer competition to win a luxury
weekend at Glenmorangie House.
At London Heathrow T5 and Glasgow airport Moët Hennessy Europe
partnered with WDF for a promotion on Islay malt Ardbeg, which saw
a customised chopper motorbike installed in-store to symbolise the
powerfully smoky taste of the whisky.
Another WhiskyFest’11 initiative saw International Beverage Holdings
shine the spotlight on Old Pulteney’s sponsorship of the forthcoming
Row to the Pole expedition led by explorer Jock Wishart, who plans to
row the 700km from Arctic Canada to the magnetic North Pole.
IBH and WDF staged samplings of Old Pulteney, which is marketed as
the Maritime Malt. In addition, themed in-store displays, wall fixtures
and window displays were erected at London Heathrow, London
Gatwick, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Birmingham and Jersey airports.
Other participating WhiskyFest’11 airports were Manchester, London
Stansted, Aberdeen and Bristol.
Price discounts were another big feature of WhiskyFest’11 with 22
top-selling lines on price promotion with up to 40% off the average UK
high street price. Selected deals included Glenmorangie Lasanta at £31.45,
Glenfiddich 12-year-old at £24.51 and The Dalmore 18-year-old at £50.04.
WDF claims to be the UK’s largest retailer of single malts, accounting
for one of every four bottles of single-malt whisky sold.

Chilean volcano disrupts
Southern Hemisphere flights

A

n erupting Chilean volcano brought widespread disruption
to the aviation and travel retail industry in the Southern
Hemisphere last month as flights were grounded due the threat
of volcanic ash.
The volcano of Puyehue-Cordón Caulle in the Andes erupted last
month sending a dense plume of volcanic ash 12,000m into the air
within a 24-hour period. Buenos Aires airport, one of the largest hubs
in South America, had to be closed following the eruption, as did
several smaller regional airports in Argentina, as well as Montevideo
airport in Uruguay.
Later in the month, as the ash cloud expanded, flights between
Australia, Tasmania and New Zealand had to be cancelled, leaving tens
of thousands of passengers stranded at Australian airports.
Volcanologists have warned volcanic activity at Puyehue-Cordon
Caulle, which last erupted in 1960, shows no sign of slowing.
This latest volcanic threat to the smooth running of the international
aviation industry follows hot on the heels after yet another Icelandic
volcano, Grímsvötn, erupted in May, causing temporary disruption to
local and UK airports.
Last April’s eruption of Iceland’s Eyjafjallajökull volcano caused chaos
at Europe’s airports and significantly impacted on travel retailers’
annual sales for 2010.

Rémy strengthens its
Global Travel Retail team
R

émy Cointreau Global Travel Retail

Paris-based GTR team as a junior trade

(GTR) has made several appointments

marketing manager. She will report to GTR

within its Global Travel Retail (GTR) team.

marketing manager Laurent Cosson.

The company has promoted Matthew
Hodges to the role of global marketing &
business development director GTR.
Hodges will be based in Singapore and will
report to Peter Sant, GTR managing director.
His appointment will become effective from
August 1 2011.
Simon Roffe (pictured) will replace Hodges
as GTR director for Europe, the Middle East
and Africa (EMEA). Roffe previously occupied
a number of different sales positions within
Guinness before moving most recently to
Diageo Global Travel & Middle East as global
customer director.
Laura Lagière has been appointed to the
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Enigma
Brand owner Liqueurs de
France

Price Enigma Verte £177; Enigma
Blanche £187 per case of 6

Markets Global
Contact info@liqueursdefrance.
co.uk
Enigma is a grape-based absinthe,
distilled in France to a historical
recipe with two variants: Enigma
Blanche and Enigma Verte.
Both include petite and grande
wormwood, green anise, sweet
fennel and hyssop with a grapebased alcohol. Enigma Blanche also
includes the addition of
veronica, camomile,
génepi, coriander
and angelica; the
recipe is taken from
a late 19th century
absinthe recipe
book.

Brand owner Cartron family
Price £19 to £25
Markets Global
Contact Benoit de Truchis,
benoitdet@cartron.fr

Mojito Cherry
Rocher

Brand owner Morrison

Brand owner Cherry Rocher
Price €36-€40
Market France
Contact c.rouault@cherryrocher.

allocation

Brand owner The Glenmorangie

Contact UK Distributor
enquiries@cellartrends.co.uk

historic

Burgundy liqueur producer Joseph
Cartron has recently redesigned its
bottle. The original concept created
by specialist in glass design Richard
Lauret represents the Cartron’s
signature in France and overseas.
Benoit de Truchis at Joseph Cartron
describes it as an elegant, unique
and modern design, which is easily
identifiable on the shelves.

Auchentoshan
1975
Prices €390, £350, US$558
Markets Global, but strictly on

Company

Ardbeg, the peaty single malt whisky
from the Scottish island of Islay,
has a new limited release. Ardbeg
Alligator is available now to its
“committee members” but will be
distributed in Europe, Asia and the
US from September.
The name comes from the
“alligator charring” method, which
sees the wood staves of oak barrels
charred intensively to produce a
scale-like pattern.
Bill Lumsden of The Glenmorangie
Company, part of Moët Hennessy,
said: “The heart of Alligator is spirit
matured in ‘level 4’ casks – the most
intense type of charring you can
achieve.”
The expression has been bottled at
51.2% ABV, is non chill-filtered.

Joseph Cartron
liqueurs

Bowmore

Ardbeg
Alligator
Markets Europe, US, selected
Asia markets
Price £55, €61, US$87
Contact emily.harris@mhuk.co.uk

elegant

snappy

Morrison Bowmore has released a
limited-edition Auchentoshan which
has been aged for 35 years in North
American Oak casks. There are
only 500 bottles of Auchentoshan
Bourbon Matured 1975. It is cask
strength at 46.9% abv and non-chill
filtered. It comes in a black doublefronted box with the packaging
intended to reflect the character of
the copper gold liquid.

com
Cherry Rocher says its readyto-drink sparkling Mojito has
been so successful that it has
launched a five-litre drum version
aimed at bars and at consumers
wanting something for parties and
barbecues.

sophistication
A de Fussigny Cognac XO 24 Carats
Grand Champagne
Brand owner A de

A de XO is made from 100% grande champagne
– sourced from the appellation’s premier vineyard
sites – and is bottled at 43% abv. According to the
Prices US$219/€199/duty brand, the cognac is targeted at young, modern
free €150
and educated consumers and it “embodies the
Markets Global
concept of innovation, dynamism, modern luxury
and high quality”.
Contact contact@

Fussigny Cognac

adefussigny.com

drum role
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What’s New

My time

Viru Valge Black
Brand owner Liviko
Price US$22-23, €19-€20
Markets US, Europe
Contact +372 667 8000,

My Cocktail

Brand owner Manchester Drinks Company
Price £13.00/€15.99/$19.99
Markets International
Contact +44 161 763 0033

cool wine
The Outlier 2009, Jordan Wine Estate
Brand owner Gary
and Kathy Jordan

Price £8.49/
US$13.90/€9.70
Markets Global
Contact Awin Barratt

The Outlier is a Sauvignon Blanc from a single
vineyard situated between 310m and 400m
above sea level. The highest and coolest site on
the estate provides the grapes for this intense
wine, which is barrel fermented.

Viru Valge Black Estonian vodka is
an addition to the Viru Valge range.
It has been coal-filtered and there
is said to be a hint of honey in the
pure-scented vodka, giving it a
milder taste. The company says it
“tastes as smooth as the night”.
Viru Valge Black comes in a slightly
smokey Viru Valge bottle, which is
decorated with a relief pattern. Its
label is adorned with black and grey.

spirited

This product’s innovative pouch design is a
new format for the UK’s pre-mixed cocktail
market. It is said to provide an economical,
practical and greener alternative to the current
multiple-serving bottle offer available in retail
stores. Each product is made with high quality,
all-natural ingredients, blended in the UK.
Current variations are Cosmopolitan and Mojito
with new flavours planned for the second half
of this year.

liviko@liviko.ee

Siegel Wine Agencies,
01372 274065, lg@
abswineagencies.co.uk

uncovered
The Naked Grouse/
The Snow Grouse
Brand owner The Edrington Group
Price The Naked Grouse £27.69/1,800
roubles; The Snow Grouse £17.99

Markets The Naked Grouse: UK/Russia.
The Snow Grouse: UK (already launched to
Nordics, Holland, India and European travel
retail markets)
Contact +44 (0)1786 430 500
Edrington has unveiled The Naked
Grouse– a blend of Highland Park
and The Macallan malt whisky, “slow
matured” in first-fill sweet sherry casks
to produce “smoothness of flavour”.
The Snow Grouse is matured in oak
casks and chill-filtered to create a “light,
delicate and vanilla sweet whisky” with
a “smooth taste”. It is intended to be
served direct from the freezer.

july 2011 drinksint.com

PANAMERA
Cuvée
Napa 2007
Brand owner
TxB International Fine
Wines

Price €20, £20
Markets Europe/Asia
Contact +49 2225 918710 (Lenz
M. Moser)
When the ex-Europe Mondavi
team founded TxB International
Fine Wines six years ago, the
group could not find a suitable
replacement for Robert Mondavi
Wines – so it developed this
concept, trying to capturing the
spirit of California and Napa. It is
said to be aimed at the discerning
wine lover who enjoys Napa Valley
Cabernet Sauvignon-based wines
and does not want to pay the usual
Napa Valley mark ups.

relief
Information
Products launched within the last two
months are eligible for inclusion within
this section. Please submit your products
for consideration to:
christian.davis@drinksint.com
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Analysis Whisky Packaging

Whisky – part
and parcel
Gavin D Smith investigates the worthiness of
excessive packaging in the scotch whisky industry

I

Nobody is
suggesting
that
exclusivity
and
uniqueness
are not
desirable,
but need it
really go
so much
further?

14 Drinks International

n a competitive commercial world, we all know that the
way in which a product is presented matters a great deal.
And it certainly matters to the scotch whisky industry,
which may be in danger of forgetting that what is really
important is the liquid in the bottle and not the hand-blown
bottle itself, or the satin-lined, bespoke-brass-hinge-and-locked
oak casket carton in which it all too often nestles.
In recent years I have noticed a telling trend in press releases
announcing the latest ultra-premium-super-exclusive-limited
edition scotch whisky expression for more words to be devoted
to how it looks than to how it tastes.
Perhaps the theory is that if the presentation is this lavish,
then the whisky must be pretty damn fine too, though there are
undoubtedly cases where the cost of the liquid in the bottle is
exceeded by that of the bottle and its various appurtenances.
It is unquestionably true that elaborate presentation has
greater significance in some countries than others, notably those
in the Far East, where so much energy and expense is being
devoted to extending markets for scotch whisky.
It may also be argued that, in such markets, scotch whisky
has to compete with other luxury gift items, not just other
drinks. But surely this does not mean that it is vital to include
a weighty slab of limestone within the presentation, or dress up
two bottles of single malt in a £10,000 pseudo-gun case with a
plethora of expensive accessories (sorry, Ardbeg).
Of course, whisky producers – or rather their marketing
departments – will tell you that if extravagantly packaged
whiskies did not sell then they would not offer them, and
instances such as the high-profile collaboration between The
Macallan and exclusive glassmaker Lalique have generated

invaluable publicity for the brand as a whole.
However, looking at the entire issue from an environmental
standpoint, there are questions to be answered regarding the
sustainability of the oak so beloved of whisky packaging, while
the weight of the items in question has to add to the amount of
fuel burnt by aeroplanes as the purchaser transports them home.
Nobody is suggesting that exclusivity and uniqueness are not
desirable with regard to high-end scotch whiskies, and limitededition bottlings with hand-signed, numbered labels are all well
and good, but need it really go so much further?
Perhaps the recent release of a cask-strength 1975 vintage
expression of the Lowland malt Auchentoshan offers hope.
Limited to just 500 bottles, and with a £350 price tag, it comes
in what brand owner Morrison Bowmore Distillers describes
as “…a premium black double-fronted box”. It goes on to say
in the associated press release that “…both the carton and the
bottle deliberately retain a subtlety and understated luxury
best reserved for higher-aged vintage releases”. Note the words
‘subtlety’ and ‘understated.’
Most whisky bloggers – who tend to be younger whisky
enthusiasts for whom the liquid itself is of overriding
importance – dislike elaborate packaging, and the forums
of whisky websites contain many postings from enthusiasts
expressing reservations about the price of new releases,
musing on just how much they are being asked to pay for the
presentation rather than the liquid within.
One independent Scottish distiller – who dislikes even making
the concession to his marketing team of using cardboard tubes
for his whiskies – points out that the most expensive wines in
the world are offered in a bottle with a label. End of story. No
matter if they are Château Mouton Rothschild. So why has the
whisky industry gone so very far towards the opposite end of
the spectrum?
Answers please to The Editor – using a platinum-barrelled, De
Beers diamond-encrusted fountain pen on a wildflower-seeded
DI
handmade paper notelet…
drinksint.com July 2011

Profile

The good

shepherd

I
‘Alpha’ head of wines
Justin Howard-Sneyd
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Simon McMurtrie runs
Direct Wines, the largest
global mail order wine
business in the world.
Christian Davis catches
up with him
t is unbelievably hectic at the moment,” is Simon
McMurtrie’s opening remark when I meet him in a London
hotel. After at least four attempts to meet up, the 45-yearold who heads up Direct Wines more than made up for it
with an open and candid assessment of where the business
has come from and where he intends to take it.
McMurtrie (he has Scottish ancestry – a murtrie is an
Ayrshire fisherman) feels slightly awkward, having recently
been thrust into the limelight by being made Man of the
Year by Drinks International’s major rival.
“I see my role as a shepherd, looking after different
flocks of sheep, gently nudging people: Justin talking to our
winemakers; Rachel and Ade about their businesses; and
Tony with the vision and ambitions. I’m in the middle and
happy doing that. I believe in letting people loose. Small is
beautiful,” he says.
He is referring to Justin Howard-Sneyd, a well-known
master of wine who has worked for leading UK retailers
Safeway (taken over by Morrison’s), Sainsbury’s and
Waitrose. Rachel is Rachel Robinson, Asia Pacific CEO,
and Ade is Adrian Bentham, his US CEO. Tony is Tony
Laithwaite, the founder of the original company which
started as Bordeaux Direct in 1969 and later became
Laithwaites. The company owns and runs The Sunday
Times Wine Club, Virgin Wines and traditional wine
merchant Avery’s.
The holding company is now Direct Wines, the largest
home delivery wine company in the world with global sales
of £355 million. McMurtrie is at pains to stress that he is not
interested in being the biggest. The strive is to be the best.
For many in the UK wine trade, it was the appointment
of Howard-Sneyd that raised a few eyebrows and
question marks. Historically, Direct/Laithwaites was not a
particularly open company. Tony and Barbara Laithwaite,
who built the company from a house in Slough, west of
London, then from the famous railway arch at Windsor, are
a delightful couple – but high-profile extroverts they are not.
Tony has the passion for wine. He is the ideas man – the

innovator – while Barbara, with a first class university
degree in chemistry, was the business brains. According to
McMurtrie, Laithwaite himself isn’t especially good with
figures – he was given a budget of £10,000 for a pet project
and thought he had come in under budget at £95,000. He
mumbled something about getting “his noughts wrong”.
Barbara was the managing director from 1971 until 1991
when she handed over the reins as the company expanded.
It is Barbara who put and kept the business on a sound
financial footing.
McMurtrie joined in January 2007 as international
director. The previous year, Laithwaite had declared the
business should go global. Barbara, seeing the way the UK
market was going with successive duty and tax increases
and the increasing power of the major multiples such as
Tesco and Asda, agreed.

Profile

Tony and Barbara Laithwaite

“Barbara approved of diversification as a way of
spreading the risk.” McMurtrie reels off the reasons for
the change in direction: “Not having all the eggs in the UK
basket; not going to get squashed by Tesco; and mitigating
the risk.”
Historically the company was not one for acquisitions –
the Laithwaites built the business organically. But in June
2006, as part of the ‘go global’ campaign, they bought
Lionstone International, a Chicago-based wholesaler
with licences in 33 states. They also bought a marketing
company, Beverage Solutions. “They did not know what
to do with them. They had no experience of integrating
companies,” says McMurtrie.
In the autumn of 2006 McMurtrie was invited to address
the Direct Wines board at a meeting in Champagne. The
subject was: How to Expand a Direct Marketing Business
july 2011 drinksint.com

Internationally. McMurtrie made an impression.
“I saw Tony in the urinals afterwards,” says McMurtrie.
“I stood next to him. He said: ‘We need you. Come and
help us.’ Three months later I had extricated myself from
my previous publishing job. Tony is very affable and
Barbara is smart. I like their interaction.”
Shortly after McMurtrie’s joining, the company faced
its greatest crisis. A new distribution warehouse had gone
woefully over budget, costing £14m to build instead of
£10m. More crucially, the disruption caused meant wine
that should have taken three days to deliver actually took
three months.
“We lost 150,000 customers,” McMurtrie says grimly.
“We lost £4.5m – our first loss in 22 years. We had to
go cap-in-hand to the bank. We felt like we were losing
control. Barbara said to me: ‘If we do not turn round
the UK business then there will not be an international
business.’ We had to seize control and turn it round. I
went away and two weeks later came up with a plan and
predicted making £3m the following year and £11m a year
later. This is how we do it.”
He adds: “I outlined a role for Tony and had support and
advice from Barbara. I changed the team. I felt we needed
significant direct marketing skills and new blood. We also
needed IT skills.”
“The problem child was the UK. I turned it round in
the first year. We made £7m profit. I changed
 p16

FACT FILE
Founded 1969, still 100%
family owned and partially
managed
The largest home delivery
wine company in the
world – 50 million bottles
of wine a year.
Global sales: £355 million
(UK: 73%, International:
27%). Within the next few
years, the international
share is predicted to rise
to 40%
Profits: £11.5m
Staff: 1,000 globally
One million people around
the world buy from Direct
Wines’ companies every
three months
Markets: UK, US, Australia,
Germany, Switzerland,
Poland and Hong Kong.
Currently looking at Brazil
and India
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Profile

The vineyard at Direct’s base
in Theale, west of London

the approach: less paper, more internet and fewer
people,” he says.
To sort out the American operation McMurtrie
turned to Adrian Bentham, who had been 25 years
with the company.
“Ade is the ‘heart and soul’ of Laithwaites. We
moved (the business) from US$18m to $110m
from 2006 to 2011 and the US economy has not
exactly been booming. The company had been in
Chicago but,” McMurtrie says wryly, “I detonated
an explosion by telling staff that we were moving
business to the east coast. I moved it to Norwalk,
Conneticutt. Not many of them came. It is the heart
of the direct marketing business. Everything from
CDs to teddy bears. A fantastic ‘talentville’, 35
minutes from Manhattan. It is the home of Readers’
Digest,” he says tellingly.
Similar to the deal in 1973 with The Sunday
Times, McMurtrie did a deal with the Wall Street
Journal and together they launched the WSJ Wine
Club. “The newspaper has one million subscribers
so we know they are alive, they use credit cards and
they are used to having things delivered to their
homes.”
He also negotiated a deal with the Zagat
Restaurant Guide publishers and now also runs
its wine club. “The most important thing is that
Laithwaites has built this from new. Now the
business is worth US$40m,” he says.
McMurtrie did a similar job with the existing
Australian operation. “Tony started the Australian
16 Drinks International

business but it (the business) was a basket case
The one thing it had was a licence. I moved it from
Adelaide to Sydney.”
He recruited Rachel Robinson to the Australian
operation. “The Australian players are dismissive
of other wines but we have brought in Barolos and
Riojas and our customers love it,” says McMurtrie.
Robinson also looks after the Asia Pacific side
which at the moment comprises Hong Kong.
McMurtrie sees that as selling “posh wines” but it
is central to the company’s strategy to build a bridge
into China. The division is now worth AUS$18m
and has grown by 50% in the past year.
McMurtrie does not claim to be a wine man,
although he passed a Wine & Spirit EducationTrust
Advanced with a distinction. He does not get
involved with buying but says he knows when
the company has not got enough New Zealand
Sauvignon Blanc or is light on Pinot Noirs.
“When Tony hired me, Hugh (Johnson) thought
his ship had come in.”
McMurtrie was a Mitchell Beazley publisher at
25 working with Hugh Johnson (Pocket Wine,
World Wine Atlas and Wine Companion), Michael
Broadbent and Jancis Robinson MW. Broadbent got
him to taste clarets.
“Michael Broadbent took me through two dozen
really good clarets. That gave me the confidence to
try different things but I would never say I am a wine
expert. Tony’s very good at shoving things under my
nose,” he says

“There were 1,500 wines in the range. I had to
take 400 out and that affected a lot of supplier
relationships. I needed an ‘alpha’ head of wine so I
recruited Justin Howard-Sneyd. I gave him a global
platform to drive Laithwaites upmarket.”
McMurtrie stresses that he does not see
Direct competing with the likes of Berry Bros &
Rudd on the fine wine front, but the company
has upped its game in the higher echelons.
McMurtrie and his team monitor, principally, The
Wine Society (a non-profit making members’ club
but a direct rival in the UK), plus UK multiple
retailers Waitrose and Tesco – the former because
of its qulaity offering, the latter because of the sheer
volume of wine it sells.
His personal priority now is: buying a wine
business in India and looking at how to develop
into Brazil.
“Tony, Barbara and I meet once a fortnight to ask:
‘What do we want to do?’ Nothing gimmicky,” he is
keen to portray.
Open and garrulous, McMurtrie is embarrassed
and feels slightly awkward getting the Man of the
Year award – he puts it down to acknowledgement
for putting together a great team of people.
Our interview overruns to such extent that
McMurtrie has to deal with a snotty email telling
him what he already knows: that he is horrendously
late for his next appointment.
Onwards and upwards as they say. Men of the
DI
year have things to do and places to go.

Cocktail Challenge

The greatest

shake
Drinks International’s annual
Cocktail Challenge hits 18 and
comes of age in style

I

t was a great day for vermouths
– and for Bacardi Global Brands
at the 18th Annual Cocktail
Challenge. The company’s various
vermouth brands took all of the
awards and the overall trophy winner
will be announced at the International
Spirits Challenge dinner in October.
The winner of the aperitifs category was
Oye Mi Canto, featuring Martini Rosato.
The long drinks trophy was also picked up
by Bacardi for Dolce’s Cobbler, featuring
the company’s newest expression, Martini
Gold by Dolce & Gabbana.
The after dinner category was taken by
Noilly Prat for Le Flip C’est Chic.
Bartenders gathered at London venue
The Hoxton Pony for the live final
with judges Drinks International editor
Christian Davis, deputy editor Lucy
Britner, Amit Sood from Shaker UK and
bartender educator Sebastian HamiltonMudge, Savoy American Bar manager
Daniel Baernreuther and Alex Turner
from Bacardi Brown-Forman brands
judged the first round.
Turner says of the first round: “Yet
again the drinks that were entered this
july 2011 drinksint.com

Judging at this year’s Drinks
International Cocktail
Challenge in London’s Hoxton
Pony bar were: (l-r) Drinks
International editor Christian
Davis; cocktail bartender
course leader Sebastian
Hamilton-Mudge; Drinks
International deputy editor
Lucy Britner; and Amit Sood
from bar training school
Shaker UK

year were of a good standard with the
majority being very drinkable (with
one or two exceptions). I thought the
standard of the top 25 was high and
the drinks showed imagination and
a knowledge of the fundamentals of
balance. I was a bit surprised at the
amount of botanicals being used this
year as they can be quite difficult to use
without overwhelming the drinks.”
Shaker UK’s Amit Sood added: “There
were a handful of great drinks lots of good
ones and some bizarre entries too! It is good
to see the overall standard of international

and national drink making is at a high
standard and it proves that bartenders/brand
ambassadors the world over are continually
striving forward to make better drinks with
great care and attention to detail/flavour/
appearance, texture and aroma.”
The Noilly Prat cocktail was mixed by
global brand ambassador and cocktail
challenge regular Ludo Miazga and the
Martini cocktails were mixed by the
Langham hotel’s Simone Carporale, who
romanced the crowd with his elaborate
descriptions of smells and tastes – not to
mention his edible flowers.
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Cocktail Challenge

GOLD
Long Drinks
Dolce’s
Cobbler
Martini Gold
by Dolce &
Gabbana
Bacardi
Global

Aperitifs
Oye Mi Canto
Mixed by Simone Carporale
Ingredients
50ml Martini Rosato

Brands

SILVER

50ml Cazadores Reposado Tequila

Long Drinks

5ml Chichicapa

Ginger No.3

1 Dash of Amargo Chuncho Bitters

No.3
London Dry

Method
Stir and serve in a coupé glass with a
garnish of apple blossom.

Gin
Berry Bros &
Rudd

Long Drinks
Dolce’s Cobbler
Mixed by Simone Carporale (left)
Aperitifs

Ingredients

Wild Rose

70ml Martini Gold by Dolce & Gabbana

The Wild

30ml fresh mandarin juice

Geese

10ml fresh lime juice

Rare Irish

2 bar spoons of lavender sugar

Whiskey
Protégé

Method
Shake and strain in a wine glass full of
crushed ice. Garnish with mandarin zest
and fresh lavender flowers.

BRONZE
Long Drinks
Finlandia
Grenade
Finlandia
Grapefruit

After Dinner
Le Flip C’est Chic
Mixed by Ludovic Miazga (left)

Brown
Forman

Ingredients
Le Flip C’est Chic
50ml Noilly Prat Dry
10ml light liquid crème fraiche

Aperitifs

10ml Orgeat syrup (Monin)

Sweet Sage

5ml Absinthe

& Pineapple

1 small egg yolk (free range and organic)

Margarita
Olmeca

Method
Add all ingredients in a shaker, egg yolk
last. Shake all the ingredients with ice
very well to completely emulsify the egg.
Double strain into a frozen Noilly Prat
tasting glass.
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Altos Plata
Pernod
Ricard

Aperitifs

Aperitifs

After dinner

After Dinner

Luv Deluxe

Oye Mi

7th Floor Flip

Le Flip

Gold

Canto

Gabriel

C’est Chic

Martini Gold

Martini

Boudier

Noilly Prat

by Dolce &

Rosato

L’Orange

Bacardi

Gabbana

Bacardi

Paradoxale

Global

Bacardi

Global

Emporia

Brands

Global

Brands

Brands

Long Drinks

Long Drinks

Aperitifs

Aperitifs

Coalition

Krung Thep

Zubrowka

Monk’s

Cobbler

Nail

Zubrowka

Habit

Gabriel

Drambuie

Bison Grass

The Wild

Boudier

Drambuie

Vodka

Geese

Crème de

CEDC

Rare Irish

Cassis,

International

Whiskey

Brands

Protégé

Emporia
Brands

Aperitifs

After Dinner

After Dinner

After Dinner

Noilly Ice

The Regal

El Camino

If You Seek

Cube

Roy

de Santa

Amy

Noilly Prat

Chivas

Teresa

Volare

Bacardi

Regal 18

Santa

Liqueurs

Global

Year Old

Teresa

Hi-Spirits/

Brands

Chivas

Selecto

Antiche

Brothers

Mangrove

Distillery

Long Drinks

Long Drinks

Long Drinks

Aperitifs

Finlandia

Passionate

Sweet

Bénédiction

Spring Dew

Pigeon

Ginger

Bénédictine

Finlandia

Pink Pigeon

Zokadkowa

Bacardi

Brown

rum

Gorzka

Global

Forman

Berry Bros &

vodka

Brands

Rudd

Stock Polska

Aperitifs

Aperitifs

After Dinner

After Dinner

Par Avion

Lady Violet

Ambhar

Coston the

Martin

Caorunn Gin

Velvet

Conqueror

Miller’s gin

International

Horchata

Monin

The

Beverage

Tequila

Monin

Reformed

Ambhar

Spirits

Añejo

Company

Santo Spirits
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American Whiskey

The US

True innovation is driving a boom in American
whiskies. Lucy Britner tracks down the
movers and shakers in this lucrative arena

A

merican whiskey is hot
right now – literally and
figuratively. As I write,
it’s 34°C in Kentucky. But
it seems in innovation
terms the mercury has shot out of the
thermometer.
Words synonymous with the scotch
industry are becoming more common
descriptors of new American whiskies
– small batch, special reserve, limited
edition. While flagship products maintain
the consistency that American whiskey
is famous for, the new buzzwords are
attracting attention. And, unlike scotch,
the American whiskey industry is also
experimenting with flavours, including
honey and black cherry.
Of course, there is the trademark US
cool that goes with all this and instead
of coming up with names that evoke
heritage – as scotches tend to – the
Americans are more rock ’n’ roll. From
Louisville Distilling Company’s Angel’s
Envy to Beam’s Devil’s Cut, the names –
and the products – are pretty sexy.
Is the level of innovation well timed
july 2011 drinksint.com

and well executed or a way to make a
quick buck with no long-term future?
The answer is probably a little bit of
both. But the main point is that it’s boom
time for bourbon.
Mark Brown, president and CEO
of Sazerac and Buffalo Trace distillery
says: “In parts of the American whiskey
industry true innovation levels are high
and exciting. In some areas, however,
product and line extensions are being
touted as innovation when in fact they
are not particularly innovative and more
driven by short-term earnings needs.”
Brown believes two things are driving
innovation. He says there is “a desire
to innovate and expand the consumer
reach of the American whiskey category”
and “the sluggish economy has some
companies using innovation to drive nearterm earnings growth”.
Brown-Forman’s Jack Daniel’s global
brand director John Hayes looks to
other categories – including RTDs and
vodka – to explain the current levels of
innovation. He says: “The RTD market
has opened up an area for the whiskey

the second
golden age
of Bourbon
began five
or six years
ago and it’s
in full swing
Bernie
lubbers
beam global

category that has previously been
dominated by the beer world, in turn
unlocking new occasions to tap into.”
In fact, Jack Daniel’s reports that in
fiscal 2011, global RTD depletions for
Jack Daniel’s grew nearly 17% to more
than 5.5 million nine-litre cases.
Hayes continues: “Another factor, and
something the vodka industry has been
doing for a while, is flavour innovation.
This is something relatively new to the
whiskey category.”

Consumer response
The brand launched Tennessee Honey
into the US market in mid-April and
Hayes says the initial consumer response
has been “extremely positive”.
Umberto Luchini, group brand director
for Skyy Spirits, which looks after the
Wild Turkey brand in the US, agrees with
Hayes, saying American whiskey is eager
to ride the crest of the innovation wave.
“For many years scotch and Canadian
were the whiskies of choice but now
bourbon offers a different taste profile
and an assortment of products
 p22
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– aged variants, small batch, single barrel,
barrel proof – to satisfy a variety of
consumers.
“Vodka and, to a lesser extent, rum
have shown how creative product
development can provide an engine for
growth for a category. American whiskey
is looking to ride this wave of innovation
while still respecting the rules and
traditions of its production process.”
It’s likely, then, that respecting rules
and traditions is key to avoiding market
saturation and customer fatigue.
Luchini says flooding the market
is a risk but American whiskey’s
advantage is its authenticity. He also
says flavour extensions have to fit with
the taste profile of bourbon to keep
this authenticity message alive – using
American Honey as an example.
“American whiskey is not vodka – it
has to follow the ‘rule of time and
patience’,” he says.
“It doesn’t lend itself to extravagant
flavour explorations and there is so
much history and pride in the process
of making it that consumers may be
the ones ultimately asking for more
authenticity and less ‘plastic surgery’
product offerings. Look at the success
we have had with American Honey for
example. People have been adding honey
to bourbon on their own for decades to
give a sweeter flavour.
“So, with American Honey we tapped
into something that was already widely
accepted and part of the bourbon
tradition. That is one of the reasons I
believe it has been so successful. We
weren’t trying to reinvent the wheel,
which is something that would be totally
rejected by bourbon fans.”

Golden age
Beam Global’s Bernie Lubbers has called
current innovation levels “the second
golden age” of bourbon. He adds: “The
1840s was the first golden age of bourbon
but it was stunted by the civil war. I
think the second golden age began five or
six years ago and it’s in full swing – the
amount of innovation is not over.”
Though Lubbers was keen to add: “But
when you put your name on something,
you have to be sure. We don’t innovate
just because bourbon’s hot right now.”
Beam’s most recent flavour extension
is Red Stag, which launched in the US in
2009 and reached the UK and selected
European markets earlier this year.
The drink is made with four-year-old
Jim Beam bourbon whiskey infused with
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Buffalo Trace distillery

“natural black cherry flavours”. The 40%
abv spirit sold 200,000 cases during 2010.
Distributor Maxxium UK introduced
chilling machines that cool the drink
to 4ºC and consumers are encouraged
to drink it neat from a shot glass.
Other serves include with cola and in a
Manhattan cocktail.
Aside from flavour extensions, Beam
has been busy finding the opposite of
the Angel’s Share (the whiskey that
evaporates from the barrel during
maturation) and in May 2011 launched
the Devil’s Cut. Essentially it’s the
whiskey that gets trapped in the wood
that we’re talking about here.
Beam’s Lubbers says: “Up to two
gallons of liquor gets trapped in the
wood. It has taken us a couple of years to
perfect the technique of getting it out.”
Lubbers describes the contraption
used to extract the liquor as being “like
a paint-shaker that you see in hardware
stores”. He adds: “But it’s much bigger
and slower. We put water in the barrel
and agitate.”
The company then uses this “devil’s
water” to cut its regular six-year-old Jim
Beam down to 90 proof (45%abv). “We
can still call it bourbon, which is really

cool,” says Lubbers. “It’s the first one of
its kind in the bourbon industry and we
joked about why we had never done it
before.” The bourbon sells for $24.
Another play on the angel’s share,
Louisville Distilling Company’s Angel’s
Envy, is perhaps more akin to what you
might find in Scotland – it’s a port wood
finish. The whiskey is aged for four to six
years and finished in port barrels for three
to six months, depending on the speed
of maturation. However, the marketing
is a bit more sassy and the home page of
angelsenvy.com asks: “How do you piss
off an angel?” Turns out you’ll have to
taste the whiskey to find out.
Back in the Beam camp, the company’s
other major whiskey brand, Maker’s
Mark, passed the one million case mark
in 2010 (Euromonitor).
Until about a year ago, Maker’s Mark
was one of the only distilleries to make

American Whiskey

just one main product – its eponymous
brand with the red wax-dipped bottle.
But not any more – the company has
introduced Maker’s 46 in the US. Maker’s
46 took more than two years to develop
and, says Maker’s COO and eighthgeneration distiller Rob Samuels, “we
didn’t let the marketers into the meeting”.
Initially, 46 is aged the same as regular
Maker’s but then the barrels are emptied
and seared French oak staves are inserted
(with stave profile ‘46’). The barrels
are then filled again and left to mature,
leaving the whiskey to pick up more notes
from the wood. The product launched
in key American cities including San
Francisco, New York and Seattle. “46
will make it out of the US eventually,”
laughs Samuels.
The company is also experimenting
with its new-make spirit and has
launched another product called Maker’s
White, which is currently only available
in the distillery shop.
Samuels is in no hurry to export his
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product to every corner of the earth and
he says they are selective about where
they seed the product. He adds: “The
opportunity is for growth in the premium
and super premium-sectors. Maker’s
was a Kentucky secret between the 50s
and the 80s. Recently the company has
added South Africa to its export roster,
with distribution in Cape Town and
Johannesburg.”
To support the growing brand, Maker’s
is rolling out its Bourbon and Bespoke
campaign across the UK. This includes
sampling, digital promotion and on-trade
experiential activity – including a Maker’s
Mark quiz with style.

Experimentation
Experimenting with wood is a major part
of the new wave bourbons and Buffalo
Trace launched its Single Oak Project
bourbon in May 2011. The product
involves selecting specific trees for the
whiskey. The ‘single tree’ bourbons
began life in 1999 when then warehouse
manager Ronnie Eddins travelled to the
Missouri Ozarks to hand-pick 96 trees,
consisting of fine grain, medium grain
and coarse grain wood, based on the
tree’s growth rings – with each type of

grain yielding a different flavour profile.
A single barrel was then created from
each tree section, resulting in 192 barrels.
The next step in the process was to
experiment with different char levels
of the barrels. Two levels were used, a
number three and a number four char.
(The standard char level for all Buffalo
Trace products is a number four char,
which is a 55-second burn.)
Then, barrels were filled with either a
wheat or a rye recipe bourbon. To further
the variety of experiments, barrels were
filled at two different proofs, 105 and
125. And, if this wasn’t enough, two
different warehouses were used, one with
wooden ricks and one with concrete
floors. In total, seven different variables
were employed in Buffalo Trace’s
“ultimate experiment”.
The first release of the Single Oak
Project Bourbon went out in May and
each release will consist of 12 unique
single-barrel bourbons. Every case will
contain 12 bottles, each from a different
barrel. Each of these barrels had the same
entry proof, seasoning, char level and
warehouse ageing location. However, the
hope is to identify the differences in taste
 p24
based on recipe, wood grain
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size and tree cut as these characteristics
varied among this group of barrels. There
will be a series of releases over the next
four years until all 192 barrels have been
released. All releases will be packaged in
a 37.5cl bottle. Suggested retail pricing is
$46.35.
Living up to its name, Woodford
Reserve has also been experimenting
with wood – this time in the form
of barrel finishes – and its Master’s
Collection includes whiskies finished in
maple wood, seasoned oak and exSonoma Chardonnay casks. The Master’s
collection also includes whiskies made
with sweet mash rather than the usual
sour mash.
If complex wood treatments and special
finishes aren’t your thing and you’d
rather sip a whiskey and coke, you might
like to know about Wild Turkey’s new
whiskey – Wild Turkey 81. The company
launched its ‘mixable bourbon’ in the US

last month and it was created by master
distiller Jimmy Russell’s son, associate
distiller Eddie Russell.
Wild Turkey 81 is a Kentucky Straight
Bourbon and Eddie Russell says of his
creation: “I discovered those folks who
didn’t want the punch of Wild Turkey
101 were sorely disappointed by other
whiskies that disappeared like a fox down
a hole when mixed with things like cola.
“So, with Jimmy’s blessing, I developed
Wild Turkey 81 – an everyday whiskey
that can stand up to any mixer or in any
cocktail with the bold, in-your-face taste
that is distinctively Wild Turkey.”
And what allows it to stand up to other
flavours? Alligator char. This is a deep
barrel char that makes the wood look
like the skin of an alligator (see Ardbeg
Alligator, page 10). 81 is a blend of six,
seven and eight-year-old-whiskies and the
resulting drink is a deep amber colour.
Wild Turkey 81 is priced $19.99.
Campari’s Wild Turkey has also

Wild Turkey’s new distillery in Lawrenceburg

enjoyed a sizeable investment with a
$50 million boost to its distillery. The
new 134,000sq ft facility is to more
than double capacity from five million
proof gallons to 11 million proof gallons
of liquid annually. The first aged Wild
Turkey from the new distillery will be
available to whiskey fans in 2016.
Clearly there’s no shortage of
innovation – or money – in the sector
and many believe American whiskey
and bourbon’s boom is timely and
deserved. Let’s hope temperatures
continue to rise and new ideas don’t
DI
get left out in the cold.

Bourbon/Other US Whiskey total volume sales grew by 0.6% in 2010 which was
slightly lower than the reported period growth of 1.4% Compound Annual Growth Rate
between 2005 and 2010. Unlike other whiskies, 69% of all bourbon/other US whiskey
was consumed domestically, compared with only 13% of Irish whiskey and less than 9%
of blended scotch in 2010. The category has the advantage, like Irish whiskey, of having
a much less complex taste than scotch so, while not having the cachet of scotch, it has
a more accessible taste.
The US is by far the largest market for this category with almost 70% of all volumes
sold. The US market is relatively mature and sales volumes were fairly flat in 2010, just
below 1% total volume growth. The category is losing some new consumers to the Irish
whiskey category which remains the fastest-growing US spirits category, largely driven
by the small size of the category, growing consumer awareness and strong promotional
activity.
Brown-Forman’s Jack Daniel’s is the largest bourbon/other US whiskey brand globally
having a share of more than 30% within this category, followed by Fortune Brands’ Jim
Beam, which holds a 18% share in 2010.
In 2010, Jim Beam volume sales grew by 4% helped by the launch of Red Stag,
a black cherry flavoured bourbon. The product found appeal among some of the
sceptical bourbon enthusiasts and, more importantly, attracted young women, a highly
desired and hard-to-reach demographic for bourbon makers.
However, it was super-premium small-batch bourbon Maker’s Mark which enjoyed the
fastest growth in 2010 enjoying a 15% growth in total volumes on 2009.
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While scotch is suffering in
Spain’s struggling economy,
the country’s own DYC brand
is growing sales in its home
market. Gavin D Smith reports

Domestic

A

pair of acronyms
commonly used within the
scotch whisky industry
symbolise the contrasting
fortunes of two sets of
international markets. On one hand
there are the BRIC countries – Brazil,
Russia, India and China – brimming with
possibilities and exciting sales projections.
On the other are the PIGS – Portugal,
Ireland, Greece and Spain.
You don’t need to be an economic
analyst to have a sense of what has
been happening to the economies of the
latter group in the past few years, and
Rosemary Gallagher, communications
manager for government & consumer
affairs at the Scotch Whisky Association,
spells out the scenario in Spain as the
SWA sees it.
“Spain is one of the markets that has
been hardest hit by the ongoing downturn
which is severely denting consumer
confidence,” says Gallagher. “Reports
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say Spanish unemployment is among
the highest in Europe, inflation has
accelerated, retail sales have plunged and
recovery is unlikely any time soon. The
economic situation has led to a switch to
the off-trade market as more consumers
decide to drink at home.”
This trend goes against established
Spanish drinking culture, with David
Cruz, manager of the bar Moma 56
in Madrid, explaining: “Traditionally
Spain is a very sociable culture, where
eating and drinking is done in bars and
restaurants with family, friends and
colleagues. The Spanish spirits market is
traditionally an on-trade market – 70%
versus 30% off-trade – and the whisky
category does not differ.”
The Spaniards have long been
committed spirits drinkers, with strong
brandy sales during the 1960s followed
by a growth in scotch consumption after
the ending of stringent protectionist
policies associated with the leadership of

Consumers
have less
money to
spend and
are looking
for value
for money
deals
David Cruz
Moma 56

General Franco and Spain’s subsequent
accession to the EU in 1986.
However, whisky sales in Spain have
actually been falling since 2003, with
ready-to-serve drinks and dark rum
gaining market share. The latter now
accounts for 19% of the spirits sector,
with sales of three million cases a year,
and during 2010, dark rum volumes grew
by just under 1% (Nielsen).
Somewhat surprisingly, white spirits
such as vodka, which have inflicted
significant damage on dark spirits in so
many territories, comprise a relatively
small part of the Spanish drinks sector,
numbering only one million cases per year.
SWA figures reveal scotch whisky sales
to Spain declined by 15% in terms of value
to £268m in 2010, while volumes dropped
by 14%. But the Spanish have certainly not
fallen out of love with whisky.
Spain remains the world’s third-largest
market for scotch whisky, after France
and the US, and whisky as a category still

Whisky in Spain

makes up some 30% of the overall spirits
market, selling six million nine-litre cases
per annum. Overall, volume sales of all
whiskies in Spain fell by 4.8% from 2009
to 2010 according to Nielsen, with market
leaders being the Diageo-owned J&B
blend, down 8.4% in 2010, while Pernod
Ricard’s Ballantine’s brand fell by 6.7%.
Less hard hit, however, has been Spain’s
domestic whisky brand, DYC, established
in 1958 and now part of the Beam Global
Spirits & Wine empire. DYC boasts
a 16.9% share of the Spanish whisky
market, turning over more than 1.2
million cases per year (Beam Global).
DYC is the third best-selling blended
whisky in Spain and the standard blend
has as its USP “same quality, better
price”, with a 70cl bottle typically selling
for E7.85. David Cruz of Moma 56 says:
“Consumers have less money to spend
and are looking for value for money
deals. Retailers’ own-labels have taken
advantage and have grown. DYC, with
more than 50 years of tradition and
history, is a trusted brand and cheaper
than imported spirits. DYC 8 is an eightyear-old matured whisky that sells at the
same price as standard three-year-old
scotch.”
DYC 8 was introduced in 1974 to
provide drinkers with a more sophisticated
alternative to ‘standard’ DYC and is
currently the only significant blended
whisky brand in Spain achieving growth.
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The DYC distillery at
Palazuelos de Eresma

According to Carlos Hussey, Spanish
marketing manager for Beam Global
and The Edrington Group’s distribution
alliance Maxxium: “Imported whiskies
exploited aspirationality, while DYC
built its empathy through authenticity,
belonging and ownership.” However, as
Spain’s very own whisky brand, DYC
has tended to lack some of the kudos

The DYC story
In 1958 Spanish entrepreneur and anisette distiller Nicomedes Garcia
Gomez decided to distil whisky in Spain, taking as his guiding principles
affordability and quality. He set up Destilerias Y Crianza Del Whisky
(DYC) and established a distillery at Palazuelos de Eresma, in a grainproducing area near Segovia, some 90km north of Madrid.
Gomez spent time in Scotland, studying whisky-making, and in 1973
bought the now-demolished Lochside distillery in the Scottish east
coast town of Montrose, exporting the single malt whisky made there to
enhance the quality of his domestically-produced spirit.
The initial distillation at Palazuelos de Eresma took place in 1959,
with the first whisky bottled during 1963, and the enterprise was an
immediate commercial success. Today six copper pot stills turn out up
to one million litres of malt whisky per year from Spanish barley, malted
on site, while 10 million litres of grain whisky are produced in column
stills, using Spanish maize. Neutral spirit – principally for the Larios Dry
Gin brand – is also distilled.
The ‘standard’ DYC blend contains some 75% DYC grain whisky
and 25% malt, 10% of which is sourced from Scotland, where Beam
Global Spirits & Wine owns Laphroaig distillery on Islay and Ardmore
in Speyside. The DYC 8 variant boasts 30% malt content, 15%of which
is Scottish. Pure Malt is made up of 90% DYC malt and 10% imported
scotch malt whisky.

of imported scotch whisky, but the
company is working hard to change that
perception.
Blended whisky is king in Spain, usually
being drunk long, but single malts, led
by Diageo’s Cardhu, which accounts for
more than half the category, began to
increase their market share before the
recession bit. DYC’s own response to the
growth in sales of malt whisky was DYC
Pure Malt, introduced in 2007 and now
the third best-selling malt in the country.
Against a recent double-digit decline
in sales of single malts, DYC took the
bold step of introducing a 10-year-old
single malt at Christmas 2010. This was
the first step in an ongoing programme
of single malt limited edition releases.
DYC 10-year-old single malt has a USP
of “affordable indulgence” and sells for
approximately E19.95 per 70cl bottle.
This year will see the release of a Sherry
Oak expression of the 10-year-old, with
a 12-year-old to follow in 2012. Variants
of the 12-year-old will be released in
2013 and 2014. “Each product will have
a singular and unique characteristic that
will deliver a distinctive taste profile,”
says Hussey.
There are signs the decline in whisky
sales is slowing in Spain, and Hussey is
optimistic for the future of the country’s
domestic whisky industry, declaring:
“Our longer-term aim is putting DYC on
the world whisky map.” DI
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LIQUEUR
SPECIAL
I

t would be difficult to assemble a more
expert panel of judges than the ISC Liqueurs
& Specialities line-up, which includes
industry veterans from companies in France,
the Netherlands and the UK. Products
passing in front of them on the judging tables have
to meet their exacting standards on several levels,
including the quality of the base spirit, freshness
and natural character of the flavours used.
In their opening discussions, the judges agreed
on the essential need for balance between aroma
and taste. Some samples were deemed to smell
very good but had too much acidity, for example,
while others were found to be over-flavoured on
the palate.
While there was no Gold medal awarded in the
aperitifs category – a market that’s at best static
globally – the judges viewed the category as ripe
for development. The suggestion was that in light
of changing consumer preferences, the category can
reinvigorate the trade’s interest with an injection of
some fresh ideas.
“We noticed that everyone is tending to use the
same kind of aromatics to flavour their vermouths,”
said Patrick van Zuidam, while Peter Hallgarten
highlighted some opportunities for producers with
a progressive view: “The cocktail scene is still
growing,” he said. “Producers should wake up to
mixers, and talk more directly to the mixologists.
There could be some great new cocktails to be
made.”
As the Liqueurs & Specialities category depends
hugely on mixability and potential for products
to be used in cocktails, bartender appeal was very
much in the equation, with judges looking for
products of sufficient robustness to stand up to
mixing with other spirits and flavours.
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GOLD

Crème de cassis
Merlet Crème de Cassis (Distillery
Merlet & Fils)
Very good concentration, velvety, fresh

Whisky-based
Glayva (Whyte & Mackay)
Good, delicate balance of herbs, whisky
and peat

Crème de cassis

Crème de cassis

Supercassis Védrenne
(Pages Vedrenne)

Pages Crème de Cassis Premium
(Pages Vedrenne)

Great concentration of fruit, elegance
and superb balance, intensely fruity

Explosive nose with good
concentration and finesse on
the palate

RS &
LITIES

SILVER WINNERS
Aperitifs
Martini Bianco
Rich, fruity, smooth with great balance

BEST IN CATEGORY

Martini Bianco (Bacardi Global
Brands)
Cointreau (First Drinks Brands)
Merlet Crème de Mûre (Distillerie
Merlet & Fils)
Dunkeld Atholl Brose (Gordon
and MacPhail)
Tia Maria (First Drinks Brands)
Suave Liqueur Coffee (Karloff)
Cocobay (Aldi Stores)
Volante (Universal Beverages)
Queen Margot (Lidl UK)

Crème/fruit
Merlet Crème de Mûre
Rich bramble nose, great
balance, long rich finish

BEST IN CATEGORY

Other Liqueurs
& Specialities
Volante Hazelnut Liqueur
Genuine, hazelnut wafer flavour, rich with
great balance

BEST IN CATEGORY

Cream/dairy
Queen Margot (Lidl)
Well-balanced spirit character and
creamy texture

BEST IN CATEGORY

Coffee/chocolate
Tia Maria
Good, straightforward,
clean coffee flavours

BEST IN CATEGORY
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BRONZE WINNERS
Saffroni Aperitivo (Karloff, SRO)
Martini Rosso (Bacardi Global Brands)
Noilly Prat Rouge (Bacardi Global Brands)
Noilly Prat Ambre (Bacardi Global Brands)
Martini Gold By Dolce & Gabbana (Bacardi
Global Brands)
Keglevich Blood Orange (Stock Spirits
Group)
Luxardo Limoncello (Cellar Trends)
Lemon Z Limoncello (Lemon Z)
Merlet Triple Sec (Distillerie Merlet & Fils)
Le Birlou Liqueur (Pages Vedrenne)
Serenade (Lidl UK)
Merlet Crème Fraise (Distillerie Merlet &
Fils)
Merlet Crème De Pèche (Distillerie Merlet &
Fils)
Southern Belle (Aldi Stores)
Deep South (Asda)
Drambuie 15 (Drambuie)
Mozart Black Chocolate Pure 87 (Mozart
Distillerie Gmbh)
Thorntons Chocolate Liqueur (Global
Brands)
Beveland Crème De Cacao White
(Beveland)
Eine Kleine Nachtmusik (Distell Limited)
Verveine Citronnelle Liqueur (Pages
Vedrenne)
Luxardo Amaretto Di Saschira (Cellar
Trends)
Armilar (Lidl UK)
Oude Meester Peppermint Liqueur (Distell)
Oude Meester Ginger Liqueur (Distell)
Luxardo Maraschino (Cellar Trends)
Tujador Yucatan Honey Liqueur (Waldemar
Behn)
St Hallvard (Arcus)
Amarula Cream (Distell)
Ballycastle (Aldi Stores)
Specially Selected Irish Cream (Aldi Stores)
Sainsbury’s Taste The Difference Irish
Cream Liqueur (Niche Drinks Co)
Feeney’s Irish Cream Liqueur (First Ireland
Spirits)
Brogan’s Irish Cream Liqueur (First Ireland
Spirits)
Asda Extra Special Irish Cream Liqueur
(Niche Drinks Co)
Magister Bohem (Stock Spirits Group)
Limonce Amaro (Stock SpiritS Group)
Santy’s Aromatic Bitters (Edward Snell & Co)
Luxardo Passione Nera (Cellar Trends)
Antica Sambuca Classic (Antiche Distillerie
Riunite)
Isolabella (First Drinks Brands)
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Irish cream/dairy
Aldi Specially
Selected Irish Cream

BEST IN CATEGORY

Meet the
judges

Liqueurs judges (from left to right)
Gérard Chaussée – general manager Pagès Védrenne, Nuits Saint
Georges
Matthijs Jansen – senior R&D and QC adviser, De Kuyper Royal
Distilleries
Patrick van Zuidam – master distiller and managing director, Zuidam
Distillers
Adeline Loizeau – cognac quality manager, Grand Marnier
Peter Hallgarten – specialist blending consultant

International Spirits Challenge

TEQUILA
W

ith the complexity and diversity
of the flavours involved, the
tequila section saw a lot of
conversation between the judges
and copious note-making. In an
introductory discussion, Café Pacifico bar manager
Carlos Londoño Roldan said that when tasting
tequilas he looks for “a spiciness from the soil”.
“A lot of people tend to misidentify tequila as a
very strong spirit. So I’m looking for complexity
that comes through the earthy and mineral
characters,” he continued. “You need a little
sweetness or floral character to balance.”
In the Blanco category a point to note is that
regulations permit a period of resting in tanks
for up to 60 days, which can help to develop and
‘marry’ some of the flavours.

Chairman of the judges Ian Wisniewski added:
“There can be an awful lot going on in a tequila,
with various details to appreciate.”
In the Reposado category, Roldan and Wisniewski
discussed the aspect of the vanilla flavours
introduced by the oak ageing.
“In Mexico, the Blancos can be seen as too basic,
so Reposado is more popular,” said Roldan. So
the appealing sweetness of the vanilla oak means
Reposado is the commercial driver of the sector.
The phenomenon is magnified in tequila’s biggest
market, the US, where palates are often atuned to a
higher level of sweetness in drinks and in cuisine in
general.
“Many Americans like their Cadillac Margaritas,
with the extra citrus flavours,” said Roldan. “So
many bartenders also prefer to use tequilas that are

more influenced by vanilla.”
Amid general approval of the older tequilas in
the Añejo and Extra Añejo categories, Roldan
said: “You often find that tequilas can wake up
after an extra year in oak. They can lose some of
the more spicy and mineral notes of the younger
styles, but can gain in complexity. And of course,”
he said, adding a commercial note, “they gain
another market.”
Jesse Estes said: “For me, Añejos are about the
structure of the acidity and the wood.”
The tequilas impressed as a category: scoring
was high across the board and there was broad
agreement over the products deserving of medals.
“For all the entrants in the two last categories to
score [averages] into the 70s shows very impressive
consistency,” said Wisniewski.

GOLD
Blanco

Sierra Milenario Blanco
(The Drinks Company)
Light-bodied but complex, well
integrated and balanced, with a long,
elegant finish. Characteristics of
juniper, spearmint, vanilla and pepper
link seamlessly with floral notes and
earthiness

BEST IN CATEGORY

Blanco

Tres Agaves Blanco
(Tres Agaves Products)
Dryness leads, but all the notes of
fruit (pineapple), spice (cinnamon),
herbaceousness (pepper) are all
integrated and cohesive. Long in the
mouth with vegetal character and a
strong spicy finish

Reposado
Sierra Milenario
Reposado (The Drinks Company)
Elegant and rich, complex yet easy to
drink. Strong, sweet notes of caramel/
vanilla/tiramisu on the nose, but a spicy
and earthy palate with floral tones and
cinnamon, finishing with fruity and
vanilla notes

JOINT BEST IN CATEGORY
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Reposado

Excellia Reposado (EWG)
Characterful style, sweet, fruity and
spicy all in one. Finely balanced and
elegant, with well-integrated balance
between fruit, acidity and wood on the
palate, hints of honey and rosemary and
a medium-oaky spice finish

JOINT BEST IN CATEGORY
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Meet the
judges

Añejo
Tres Agaves Añejo
(Tres Agaves Products)
Fresh vegetal and floral aromas, with
rich, yet not heavy, wood. Sweetness
and richness balance dryness on the
palate, with mellow agave character
and graceful mineral structure. Mediumlength, sweet-spice finish

BEST IN CATEGORY

SILVER WINNERS
Chairman:
Ian Wisniewski
freelance journalist,
broadcaster and
specialist spirits
writer

Alexander Zaytsev
chairman
international
tasting contest,
Prodexpo Moscow

Alexey Zaytsev
director
international
tasting contest,
Prodexpo Moscow

Extra Añejo
Sierra Milenario
Extra Añejo
Rich and elegant, with
pronounced vanilla extract,
notes of rose petals and
candied fruits

BEST IN CATEGORY

Aizhamal
Kayupova
chairman of the
alcohol distillery
tasting committee
of Kazakhstan

Lesley Gracie
new liquid
development
leader, William
Grant & Sons

Halvor Heuch
vice president
spirits, Arcus

Also on the panel
were:
Jesse Estes
working at Callooh
Callay in London and
with father Tomas’s
tequila Ocho

Excellia Tequila Blanco (EWG Spirits &
Wine)
Milagro Select Barrel Reserve Silver
(William Grant & Sons)
Tequila Espolon Reposado (Grupo
Campari)
Milagro Select Barrel Reserve Reposado
(William Grant & Sons)
Tequila Espolon Añejo (Grupo Campari)
Excellia Anejo (EWG Spirits & Wine)
Sierra Tequila Antiguo (The Drinks
Company)
Sierra Tequila Milenario Extra Anejo (The
Drinks Company)

BRONZE WINNERS
Tequila Espolon Blanco (Grupo Campari)
Milagro Silver (William Grant & Sons)
Milagro Reposado (William Grant & Sons)
Tres Agaves Reposado (Tres Agaves
Products)
Milagro Anejo (William Grant & Sons
Distillers)
Milagro Select Barrel Reserve Anejo
(William Grant & Sons)

and
Carlos Londoño
Roldan
bar manager, Cafe
Pacifico, London
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Neil Lowrey
co-founder
Barwizards
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Spanish Wine

S

pain’s wine industry has fared
better than most during the
economic downturn. But the
resilience, especially in its
major and traditional export
territories, has primarily come from
volume supply of entry-level reds, in part
displacing or replacing value rivals on the
shelves.
Nonetheless, Spain’s steadily growing
reputation for delivering consistently
made, keenly priced wines – coupled
with such powerful factors as the
ongoing vogue for Spanish gastronomy
– is delivering renewed interest in the
country’s broader wine offering. Arguably
this leaves it well positioned to take
advantage of any recovery in consumer
spending.
It’s a story Spain has been pushing –
namely that its industry has a hugely
diverse and typically good-value offering
that encompasses so much more than
cheap and cheery reds, plus the wellknown triumvirate of Rioja, cava and
sherry. In the UK – still Spain’s largest
bottled-wine export market by value
(just ahead of Germany, followed by the
US) – sales of Spanish wines over £10
actually grew by 4% in value during
2010, according to Nielsen. This was
against a stagnant or falling market, with
wines from less familiar DOs, including
whites and rosés, gaining ground. And,
while the £5-£10 bracket remained flat,
it also revealed a growing diversity in
styles of Spanish wines listed as buyers
increasingly embraced good-value
alternatives from Spain’s myriad DOs.
“We are in a new phase of growth, with
higher-quality and more diverse wines
being increasingly sought from Spain,”
says Maria José Sevilla, UK director
of Wines from Spain. “Both here and
elsewhere in the world the message is
that Spain not only offers value, but also
wines of great interest and innovation.”

Generic campaign
To this end the generic marketing campaign
has centred on initiatives such as the
New Wave Spanish Wine Awards and the
food-focused Tapas Fantasticas initiative,
drawing parallels between the diversity of
Spanish gastronomy and its wines.
“Spain is holding its own in a
difficult market and customers are
buying a much more varied selection
of Spanish wines,” says Mike Ritchie
MW, business development manager
at Spanish specialist Moreno Wines.
“There has been a steady drip, drip, drip
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Diversity reigns in

Well-made, well-priced wines that
go way beyond Rioja are attracting
increasing global interest, finds
Andrew Catchpole
of education, and the independents and
on-trade we primarily deal with – along
with more adventurous retailers such as
UK multiple retailer Waitrose, Majestic
and the Wine Society – are making
more space for a wider array of Spanish
wines.”
Ritchie suggests “a structural deficit”
in Spain’s offering, whereby the majority
of wines listed have either been entrylevel reds or pricier (and overwhelmingly
red) Rioja, is now being plugged. He
cites as typical of this interest in more
esoteric Spanish offerings: the whites of
Rias Baixas (especially Albariño), Rueda,
Rioja and elsewhere; a new wave of reds
from DOs such as Penedès and Montsant
in Catalonia; and emerging varieties such
as Borbal and Monastrell from Valencia’s
hinterland DOs. A wealth of old vines
and indigenous varieties adds to the
resonance with consumers seeking greater
individuality in their wines.
Similarly in the US, where Spain has
been bucking the recession with average
annual growth in value and volume of
10%-12%, the Spanish commercial office
ICEX reports that Spain has been gaining
ground both at the US$8-US$15 level,
where good value is key, and also at the
high end, with wines of $50 or more

selling well in the on-trade. Albariño,
for example, has taken the US by storm,
with the States becoming the number one
export territory for Rias Baixas wines.
On another tack, Spain has also clearly
arrived when a giant such as E&J Gallo
buys the Las Rocas brand and starts to
import whites from Galician producer
Martín Códax.
This is borne out by the experience of
specialist importers in the US. “Spain has
the ability to produce not only some of
the best value, but also some of the best
wines in the world,” says George Sparks
at European Cellars in North Carolina.
“We can sell 100-point wines from
Priorat, and $6 Garnacha.”
Almudena de Llaguno at Classical

Spanish Wine

Wines in Seattle expands upon Spain’s
appeal. “Knowledge of different DOs and
grape varieties has grown and customers
do now differentiate beyond Rioja and
Ribera del Duero,” says Llaguno. “Once
the economy recovers I expect to have
no trouble once again selling more exotic
wines at $25-$35 from Spain.”
Part of the reason for this acceptance is
that the US has only seriously embraced
Spanish wines relatively recently. “Spain
is seen as a quality producer of greatvalue wines,” says Katrin Naelapaa,
director of Wines from Spain in New
York. “Unlike in the UK, Spain was
never perceived primarily as a cheap wine
producer. Instead it was largely unknown,
so it started with a relatively blank slate.”
Across the pond, Spain has also long
been associated with Rioja. These wines
still account for 40% of Spain’s UK value
sales (and soak up 34% of Rioja’s exports)
and have, to varying degrees, acted as a
flagship for the country. But they have
also partially masked Spain’s diversity.
In parallel with entry-level volumes of
buyers’ own-brand wines on the multiples’
shelves, Rioja sales have been relatively
buoyant, rebounding from a recessionary
slump, up 19.6% in volume in the year to
March 2011. Moreover, Rioja’s exports
july 2011 drinksint.com

of reserva and gran reserva wines to the
UK have bounced back, growing 41%
and 26% respectively in the year ending
February 2011 (all figures according to
Nielsen), delivering a £5.64 average bottle
price compared with £4.47 for Spain as a
whole.

Popular advantage
While this is still a low-ish average
price for a quality-focused region, the
movement is in the right direction and
producers are increasingly looking to
capitalise on Rioja’s – and the rest of
Spain’s – popular and positive reputation.
Among the big Spanish players at
this year’s London International Wine
Fair there was much evidence of range
innovation, aimed at capturing a
higher spend but also designed to trade
customers across to alternative Spanish
wine styles and regions. Examples include
Bodegas Muriel, part of the portfolio of
D&D Wines, which has acquired Viña
Eguiá. This move allows it to position
these latter wines as an entry-level Rioja
brand, while repositioning Muriel itself
as a higher-end proposition, not least
with the reserva and gran reserva wines
now using solely Rioja Alavesa fruit and
single-village Riojas crowning the range.

Above: Hacienda Zorita is
the new super-premium label
from United Wineries
Below: Adam Wyartt, head of
Old World brands at PLB

It’s a good example of how Rioja,
perceived as Spain’s most traditional table
wine region, is constantly reinventing
itself, offering innovation and a quite
remarkable range of wine styles within
one region.
Other big producers such as Codorníu,
best know for its cava brand of the
same name, have been developing and
increasingly promoting a range of
wines covering several of the leading
DOs. Torres, too, which has one of
the broadest portfolios of styles of any
Spanish producer, including wineries
beyond Penedès in Priorat, Ribera del
Duero and Rioja, also reports it is
committed to “concentrating on the top
end in all markets throughout the world”
as a strategy to best build a sustainable
future for all Spanish wines.
Elsewhere, brand builder United
Wineries is busy reshaping its portfolio,
folding its Durius wines into a new
Hacienda Zorita super-premium label
that will encompass high-end wines from
the DOs adjacent to the Duero that reach
across north western Spain to Portugal’s
border.
“The markets may still be slow, but we
are positioning ourselves for the upturn
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premium wines,” says United Wineries
spokesman James Craig Wood. “We can
offer Berberana from Rioja and this is, to
a degree, an entry point, but then we also
supply wines from elsewhere right up to
the highest level.”
“Rioja, and Spain as a whole, had a
relatively good year in 2010 and we have
also had a good start to 2011,” says
Felix Solis Ramos, export and marketing
director at Felix Solis, a big player in
the Valdepeñas and La Mancha DOs.
“Certainly Spanish bulk exports have
been high to countries such as Britain,
France, Italy and China, but we have also
seen the average price point for bottled
Spanish wines in the UK edge just ahead
of inflationary factors.
“Growth in higher-value wines is in the
US where, despite some trading down,
there is still room for margin as the
market perceives Spain as having a good
price-to-value relationship,” continues
Solis. “We are also seeing a lot of growth
in markets such as the Far East, although
this is from a small base. In China, for
example, 95% of wines are bulk, entrylevel prices, mainly from regions such as
La Mancha and central Spain.”

Price warning
Solis warns, though, that prices in Spain
will have to rise, suggesting bulk wine
market prices across many of its regions
are already 50% more expensive than
last September. “There will have to be
some increases from wineries next year,
but I don’t think these will be major and
Spain should still represent good value
compared with other countries.”
In the UK, at least, there are clear signs
the multiple grocers have also joined the
fray in terms of greater representation
of Spain’s diversity. “At the £5-£8 level
there is definitely momentum in the offtrade,” says Adam Wyartt, head of Old
World brands at PLB. “We are finding
indigenous varieties and more esoteric
wines gaining ground, with wines such
as Rueda and Albariño, varieties such
as Macabeo, Verdejo and Moscato, plus
reds and rosés from Garnacha, being
taken on in own-label premium ranges.”
That such wines are gaining ground
on the multiples’ shelves is encouraging
for the whole Spanish sector, helping
bridge the gap between cheery entrylevel Spain and the higher, more diverse
end of the country’s offering that
independent merchants and restaurants
have increasingly embraced. This growth
in exposure for Spain’s diversity leaves it
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well placed for the inevitable upturn.
Meanwhile, UK importer and agent
Bibendum has conducted some interesting
research into Spain’s growing appeal. As
a result the company has been acquiring
a lot of new Spanish agencies in recent
years, including individual and youngergeneration producers, almost doubling
its Spanish portfolio and – importantly
– its Spanish sales. Bibendum’s insights
manager James Scott explains why
Spain’s wines are resonating with modern
consumers.
“We have a found a big category of
wine drinkers that can be described
as ‘hypersensitive tasters’,” says Scott.
“These are people who are sensitive to
tannins and prefer lighter, softer reds
and fresh whites – this includes 50%
of consumers aged between 25 and 35,
people who have good disposable income
and spend their money on wine.
“As a company we are huge champions
of giving people wines they want to
drink, and Spain fits very well,” continues
Scott. “It’s part of the reason for the
enduring popularity of Rioja, wines
that are mellow and not overly tannic,
and many other regions in Spain offer
a similarly enticing range of reds and
whites for today’s consumer.”
Bibendum’s research also suggests that,
for these 25 to 35-year-old consumers,
the wheel has turned in terms of wine
recognition, playing into the hands of
the more esoteric and indigenous side
of Spain’s offering. “These are confident
consumers, brought up on international
varieties, so unlike previous generations
they have an anchor that helps them
navigate wine,” says Scott. “They also
know what they like, yet at the same
time are confident enough to seek out
something individual, and Spain is well
placed to provide that interest.”
Given that Spain has more land under
vine than any other country and such a

Rioja exports
Top 5 share of market
and percentage change
April 2010 – March 2011:
UK: 34% (volume up 19.6%)
Germany: 20% (volume up
16.9%)
US: 9% (volume up 24%)
Switzerland: 8% (volume
up 1.1%)
Sweden: 4% (volume down
4.1%)
Source: Wines from Rioja

wealth of regional diversity, ranging from
Galicia to Andalucia, Valencia to Castilla
y Leon, and much more besides, it is
perhaps unsurprising its reputation as a
varied producer is growing.
Better yet, though, is the knowledge
that all this exciting diversity comes at a
fair price. Its main challenge is to keep up
the momentum, pushing and educating
on its diversity, to ensure Spain’s offering
emerges from the years of downturn with
an ever-stronger foothold on the shelves.
And, as the buyers have increasingly
realised, the drinking public is happy to
DI
embrace the wines.

Main importers of Spanish wine (by value)
(Em, excluding bulk wine or sparkling wine)
2007
2008
1 UK
210.08
217.46
2 Germany
182.91
194.51
3 US
150.85
145.26
4 Switzerland
87.58
85.62
5 Netherlands 68.01
72.90
6 France
37.62
40.04
7 Canada
36.30
38.09
8 Belgium
41.46
42.69
9 Sweden
39.65
37.37
10 Mexico
34.58
37.04
TOTAL	
1.2bn
1.2bn

2009
192.54
189.19
137.48
87.77
61.72
34.44
37.28
43.01
34.69
28.59
1.1bn

2010
153.45
153.11
126.58
71.21
52.27
40.41
38.03
34.31
34.22
30.75
1.0bn

Source: Wines From Spain
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The debate over whether winemakers
should choose cork or a synthetic
alternative rages around ageing and
oxygen. Hamish Smith gets up to date
on the latest arguments

D

ivers who encountered
a shipwreck on the
bed of the Baltic Sea
last year discovered an
unprecedented trove of
rare 19th-century champagne. They
brought 168 bottles to the surface for
tasting – including two that last month
fetched e54,000 at auction. But, after
almost two centuries of life submerged,
what was the verdict on the liquid inside
these bottles? “Sweet and remarkably
fresh,” said the team of experts on dry
ground. And the closure? Cork.
For the cork industry, despite multimillion pound investments in recent
years, this is the kind of publicity money
can’t buy. APCOR (Portuguese Cork
Association) might say the message in
the bottles is that cork is a product of
the past and of the future; that it can
protect the finest of wines from even
the most testing of environments – and
here’s the dripping bottle of 200-yearold Veuve Clicquot to prove it. For the
likes of screwcap, synthetic, technical
and alternative closures, which are still
in their relative infancies, analogous tales
would be many years in the making. But
still, it is here, in the subject of ageing
(albeit not in water) and oxygen ingress,
where the closures debate of 2011 has
resurfaced.
“There are no bottles closed under
Nomacorc that have been aged for 20-30
years – we only commercialised in 1999,”
says Malcolm Thompson, global vicepresident of marketing and innovation for
US-based Nomacorc, the market leader in
synthetic closures and producer of 12%
of the 18 billion unit closures market.
“With our new Select Series, which was
introduced in 2010, the issue of oxidation
will not be a problem. We’re focused on
addressing consumer perceptions with
this range. With O2 transfer, you can’t
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nurtu

really talk about levels that are good, bad
or best, but we cover the whole range.”
Nomacorc, which uses patented coextrusion technology, claims to represent
close to 70% of the synthetic market and
recorded 10% volume growth in 2010
– a 300 million increase to 2.2 billion
closures. The synthetics market has
consolidated of late. Notably, in March/
April of this year Supreme Corq, one
of Nomacorc’s most significant rivals,
went out of business. “You are seeing the
departure of injected moulded closures
and we think that’s a validation of our
technology”, says Thompson. “Market
share that’s freed up by the departure
of companies such as Supreme Corq is
staying within the synthetics category,
and we’re picking up the volume.”
Nomacorc claims to cater for 40%
of the US wine market and
has made inroads into the

Top left: Submerged
under the sea for two
centuries, cork stoppers
kept champagne in pristine
condition

Below: The Nomacorc Select
Series 300

Below right: Amcor’s Stelvin
screwcaps have found favour
with wine producers

cork-aligned Old World, where it says it
supplies 20% of the French, 25% of the
German and 10% of the Spanish markets.
According to the brand, it has to educate
about the difference between Nomacorc
products and its synthetic counterparts.
“So much of the negative perception
relates to poor quality synthetics that have
issues with oxidation and are difficult to
remove from the bottle,” says Thompson.

Natural cork
For the cork industry, transformation
is almost complete. Recent years have
seen huge investment and wholesale
changes to its approach. “We have
invested £53m since 2000 and we’ve been
seeing results since 2005,” says Carlos
de Jesus, director of marketing and
communication for Amorim & Irmãos,
the world’s leading cork producer, which
claims to have produced 3 billion corks

Closures

ure?
in 2010 with volume growth of 13.8%.
The company says it represents 27%
of the world’s cork production, which,
according to industry estimates, is around
70% of the closures category.
For de Jesus, synthetics “were a
stopgap solution” that “made sense
10 years ago, but not now”. “They
allow too much oxygen into wine and
screwcaps don’t let in enough,” he says.
De Jesus points to a recent study by
oenologist Paulo Lopes, which explored
the oxygen transfer rate (OTR) through
a cross-section of the market’s closures.
To paraphrase, the study suggested
Nomacorc and natural cork sustain
comparable levels of oxygen ingress
for the first six months of horizontal
wine bottle storage but, while natural
cork’s O2 intake plateaus thereafter,
Nomacorc’s continue to rise. Nomacorc’s
Thompson responds: “The Lopes study
july 2011 drinksint.com

was conducted on Nomacorc Classic
– we have transitioned away from that
technology long ago. When we talk about
the OTR of Classic compared with Select
Series, we’re talking three times lower.”
According to Amorim, TCA – which
10 years ago provided the catalyst for
the explosion of man-made closures in
Australasia – is now firmly under control.
At Amorim, it is claimed TCA
of detectable level (more than 0.5
nanograms) exists in fewer than 0.4%
of its corks. Preventative and curative
measures that are central to a new
scientific regime have replaced the
rhetoric of old. Quality management
practices now include bark trimming,
dedicated cork storage zones (away from
the forest), the application of steam
and peroxide, cork image analysis and
comprehensive lab testing.
The cork industry’s sales slide has
certainly been arrested. While the 95%
(APCOR) market domination of more
than a decade ago is unlikely to be
attained again, its share is growing, not
shrinking. “The market share we will lose
has already been lost”, says president of
Amorim and APCOR Antonio Amorim.
“For the first time we are growing, and
we believe we are back. The market is
finally recognising that. We just search for
a bit of recognition.”

Cork innovation
Research and development continues
to set the agenda at Amorim. “We now
want to improve the cork itself – the
way it breathes,” says Miguel Cabral,
director ofresearch & development at
Amorim. Image analysis technology that
can examine the internal structure of
corks, one by one, is at prototype stage,
and Amorim has also set its sights on the
growing trend towards organic. Research
into replacements for its silicone wax
cork-surface treatments are under way
and a natural substitute for the glue
used in its agglomerate (granulated) and
technical range (disks of natural cork that
sandwich a granulated centre) are next.
Diam, which produces technical cork in
Spain and France, last year reached the 1
billion unit mark and turned over €65m,
a 20% rise on 2009. Diam’s five-strong
range of still wine micro-agglomerate
corks are designed for varying oxygen
permeability and to suit
different wine styles
accordingly. TCA presence
is also under the generally
accepted human detection
level of 0.5 nanograms. “We
separate the good and bad cork
flour and treat it with supercritical CO2 – a process adapted
 p42
from the way that coffee is
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decaffeinated,” says Diam’s vice-president
of sales and marketing, Bruno de Saizieu.
The cork is heated and pressurised to
remove rogue molecules, then combined
with microspheres (plastics bubbles with
air) – to provide elasticity – and glue. For
De Saizieu, a closure’s elasticity is pivotal
to performance. “Diam is moulded so
it’s consistent. Cork and plastic closures
lose elasticity after 18 months, which
can cause oxidised wine. Diam has all
the advantages of screwcap – except
easy opening – but it has the [preferable]
image of cork.”

Screwcaps
Screwcaps’ perceived performance flaw
is reduction – a wine defect caused by a
shortage of the oxygen required by wine
after bottling. “Problems with reduction
exist on all sorts of closures,” says Karen
Quirchove, capsules, innovation &
marketing manager at Amcor, producer
of Stelvin screwcaps. “With cork, the
difficulty is to control the random
fluctuation of air exchange after bottling,
which is due to the difference between
one cork and another.
“One of the advantages of Stelvin
is that we can control the oxygen
permeability with our range of liners.
Mastering the three sources of oxygen –
before, during and after bottling – allows
us to resolve the reduction problems that
occur in certain wines.”
Amcor, which has recently launched the
StelvinP screwcap for lightly sparkling
wine and Soft Touch for champagne or
sparkling wine, claims to have grown
volume by double digits annually since
2002. The company says it is penetrating
traditional wine markets and predicts in
the next five years the screwcap market
will grow by 50%, with western Europe
accounting for half of volume.
Michel Laroche is a Chablis producer
who in 2002 moved his Laroche Grand
Cru to screwcap, marking what he
calls a “decisive point” in the closures
discussion. “I was convinced it was a
better technical solution”, he says, “so I
made the switch with my most expensive
wine. People who say there is a problem
with screwcaps have never used them.
You have to be more careful at bottling
but after that there are no problems.
Screwcaps are about 30 times tighter
[than cork], meaning 30 times less air
exchange and 30 times fewer aromas
leaving the bottle. In my opinion we
could keep wine under screwcaps for
twice as long as under cork.”
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David Cox, European director of New
Zealand wines, thinks the en mass move
by Kiwi wineries to screwcaps in the last
decade was bold, but not dangerous.
“With the premium positioning of New
Zealand wines, we were better placed
than other countries. Our signature grape
variety, Sauvignon Blanc, lends itself to
be drunk young, so without the consumer
perception of the need for cellaring,
screwcaps are seen to make sense.”

Perception
Even so, for more than two-thirds of
wineries, cork, not screwcap, is the go-to
closure. Research collected by Wine
Intelligence from 11 countries between
2008 and 2011 confirms that wineries are
privy to this consumer predilection. “The
Vinitrac wine consumer surveys show
that natural corks are almost universally
loved; synthetic corks prompt a largely
neutral response; and screwcaps still face
some rejection in traditional markets,”
says Paul Medder, senior project manager
at Wine Intelligence.
But global retailer Tesco continues to
endorse screwcap over cork, in a strategy
“intended to eliminate cork taint from
our shelves”. For wine regions which
have regulations on cork use, such as
Rioja, Tesco has approved “TCA-free,
cork-derived closures such as Diam”.
Most recently, a significant deal
was made with Australian alternative
closure company Zork, for its resealable
sparkling wine closures. “We want
to make as significant a change to
champagne as screwcaps did to still wine
when we supported them 10 years ago,”
says Andrew Gale, Tesco’s category
technical manager for beer, wine and
spirits.
Justin Howard-Sneyd, global director
of Direct Wines, holding company
for worldwide wine order company
Laithwaites, suggests that while closure
choice should be left to winemakers, in
some markets cork is king. “In Hong
Kong there is a distinct preference for

cork. The vast majority of French wine
drunk there continues to use cork and all
the ‘famous name’ wines continue to use
cork.”

The environment
Then there are environmental
considerations. Man-made closures
companies – despite making noises
about recyclability and lowered carbon
footprints – struggle to match the green
credentials of natural cork. Nomacorc’s
Thompson claims its production process
has the lowest carbon footprint of any
synthetic and points to a 20% reduction
in the past three years.
But at Amorim, 95% of the plant’s
energy is produced by burning cork dust;
CO2 retention in the Portuguese cork
forest is 4.8m tonnes per year; and then
there is the issue of conserving the forest’s
biodiversity.
Perhaps the cork industry’s strongest
suit is in the sustainability of its product.
A cork oak tree can be harvested 15
times in its lifecycle, with de-barking
limited to a set proportion of the tree
and practiced only every nine years. “It’s
about articulating the sustainability story
to consumers,” says De Jesus.
At Nomacorc, where sustainability
is also taken “very seriously”, a
future move away from its base
material of oil would certainly placate
environmentalists. “If you look at what’s
happening in the packaging industry,”
says Thompson, “there’s a lot of work
with bio-based polymers – certainly
down the road there’s the possibility
we could move away from an oil-based
product.”
The subject of ageing may indeed
represent the thrust of today’s closures
debate, but should the environmental
argument ever percolate down to
consumers in a digestible but tangible
form, the debate of tomorrow will be
forced open even wider. Perhaps we are
still a long way from this debate finding
its closure. DI

Sorting cork granules

Cork stacked

Rolls of cork
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reetings from New York!
After a whirlwind return to Europe for
internal meetings at WSET in London and to
visit Vinexpo, I am now back in my Manhattan
home, preparing to launch the WSET Wine
Service programmes, not just in the US, but all
over the world.
These have been developed by our R&D
team – led by Antony Moss, the newest Master
of Wine (congratulations Antony) – and there
are currently two levels of programme. The
WSET Level 1 Award in Wine Service provides
an introduction to front-line staff wishing to
gain basic wine service skills. The programme
shows how to identify and satisfy customer
needs and covers how to use wine service
equipment while following the order of beverage
service. It also provides a useful insight into the
career progression to becoming a wine waiter/
sommelier.
The WSET Level 2 Award in Professional
Wine Service is ideal for people wishing to
broaden their knowledge of wine service
and apply their skills in real restaurant work
environments. Candidates will learn about the
service process and how to resolve common
customer service problems. Candidates will
also learn how to create profitable wine lists,
and identify opportunities for increased wine
margins, improved cost control and up-selling.
We took a strategic decision not to use the
word ‘sommelier’ in the title of these new
programmes, as this is a word which is both
widely used, and widely misunderstood,
particularly here in New York. In the UK, a
sommelier is the person who serves you the wine
in a restaurant (and you hope they may also be
able to offer advice), whereas in other parts of
the world – including the US – the description
‘sommelier’ is often used as a generic term for
a wine ‘expert’. So, we have settled on the term
‘wine service’ – we think it clarifies what the
programmes are about.
We have run pilot courses both in our own
London Wine & Spirit School, and in a selected

number of WSET’s Approved Programme
Providers in Europe, the US and Asia. As with
all WSET programmes, we have put rules in
place to clarify who is qualified to teach and
assess these new courses, and potential educators
have been through educator programmes, with
more to follow all over the world, including the
US. Potential educators must hold the relevant
WSET qualifications (or another internationally
recognised sommelier qualification such as the
Court of Master Sommeliers Certified/Advanced/
Master Sommelier, the International Sommelier
Guild Sommelier Diploma, and professional
wine-service qualifications from France, Italy and
Japan).
To deliver the WSET Level 2 Award in
Professional Wine Service, educators will need
to be able to draw on their own personal
experiences and insight when discussing scenarios
and teaching practical, workplace skills. This

is necessary because the assessment for both
qualifications is conducted internally, with
trained assessors evaluating the students’ service
skills in action.
The new elements of both service qualifications
focus exclusively on practical service skills, and
the teaching and assessment assume that the
equivalent level of wine product knowledge
and tasting skills has already been gained, and
candidates already holding wine and spirits
qualifications can upgrade to the wine service
qualifications without having to take new
product knowledge exams.
This is a very exciting development for WSET,
and we look forward to rolling these new
programmes out internationally over the coming
months.
Next trip: Japan – watch for a report in the next
issue of Drinks International.
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Liqueurs are enjoying a resurgence in popularity
as bartenders rediscover their unique flavours and
history. Jaq Bayles reports

B

artenders worldwide
are embracing a reborn
hero in their efforts to
create vibrant, unique
and intelligent cocktails.
It is hailed as a modifier, a sweetener,
a provider of personality – it is even
being credited with being the element
responsible for the shape of the modern
cocktail market. So what is this magical
elixir? Once the staple of grandmother’s
drinks cabinet, or wheeled out as the
sticky sweet flourish at the end of a
seventies dinner party, the liqueur has
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never been so fervently admired.
Worldwide, liqueur volumes are up
3% on the past five years and predicted
to rise a further 5.1% in the next five,
according to Euromonitor figures,
with astonishing booms in emerging
markets such as Australisia (28%) and
the Middle East and Africa (38%).
With a global off-trade/on-trade split
of 66% vs 34%, clearly the majority of
liqueurs consumption is in the home, but
it is in the style bars of the world that
experimentation is raising the profile
of the alcoholic drinks category’s most

diverse and wide ranging sector.
Obviously not every liqueur is on
bartenders’ most-admired list –synthetic
flavours, such as bubblegum, tend to
come in for some flack – but those that
shout ‘provenance’ and ‘quality’ are
enjoying a buoyant time as mixologists
continue the trend to the classic cocktails
of pre-Prohibition.
Simone Caporale, Langham Hotel says:
“I consider a liqueur like the lipstick of a
woman because it makes a difference. It
has a unique profile which makes a drink
unique. Some liqueurs are ‘the one’ and

Liqueurs
Chocolate inspiration
With food flavours the inspiration behind many liqueurs,

are: 1 egg yolk, ½ glass Chartreuse, ½ glass port and ¼

it was inevitable that chocolate would find favour

teaspoon chocolate.

among bartenders as an ingredient. But of course this is

Or there's the 1909 Chokolade Flip from Carl A

nothing new. Chocolate liqueurs producer Mozart points

Seutter's Der Mixologist, which combines a fresh egg, a

out that chocolate was a drink before it became a food.

liqueur glass of Creme de Chocolat and a "middle size

“Around 400AD the Mayas were drinking Xocolatl
from roasted and ground cocoa beans mixed with hot
water, sometimes flavoured with vanilla or chilli pepper.”

wine glass of cooked, cooled down chocolate".
Today’s choctails echo today's tastes and Mozart offers
some recipes from bartenders using their products.

And, as with the early digestif liqueurs, cocoa beans
were also used to treat sickness in Aztec culture.
Mozart has unearthed cocktail recipes using chocolate

Strudel-tini
Ingredients

from as far back as 1900 with the Chocolate Cocktail

37.5ml Mozart dry chocolate spirit

in Harry Johnson’s Bartenders Manual. The ingredients

12.5ml Ardbeg 10 (or another smokey malt should do)
12.5ml Giffard cinnamon syrup
50ml apple juice
Method: shake and fine strain into a Martini glass.
Designed by Niel Cody, manager of the Prince of Wales
Pub & Kitchen, Putney, London.
princeofwalesputney.co.uk

Chocolate Caipirinha
Ingredients
40ml cachaça
20ml Mozart Black
¾-1 lime
1-2 tbsp raw sugar
Preparation: build in high
tumbler.

you can’t replace them with anything
else.”
Ludovic Miazga, global brand
ambassador for the 500-year-old
Benedictine brand, agrees, saying
that there is a trend among ‘more
sophisticated’ consumers towards
‘authenticity and simplicity’, which
is why liqueurs with a past and a
story to tell are among the bartending
community’s favourites.
“In the global market of liqueurs
today you can clearly see a real rebirth
of interest, especially with talented
july 2011 drinksint.com

mixologists. Liqueurs such as Benedictine
are making a comeback because there’s
a real interest in authenticity.” The
liqueur, originally created as a medicinal
beverage by monks in Normandy, France,
contains 27 herbs and spices – perfect
for bartenders who are experimenting
with herbal flavours in the ever-evolving
cocktail scene.
“Bartenders are looking for different
things and the herbal market is one
trend for those looking to be creative.
It’s exciting times,” says Amit Sood of
bar training school Shaker. “We have
gone through the ages of having a limited
amount of stuff and are now in a time of
plenty where we are spoilt for choice.
"What’s reunited the whole liqueur
market is the trend to vintage and this
makes use of the liqueurs that have been
collecting on the back shelf. For two
years now Benedictine and Chartreuse
have been the go-to liqueurs for cocktails
where before it was the likes of apricot

liqueurs.” He adds there’s a move to
“really good simple drinks based around
four or five key ingredients” with
mixologists “using a barspoon or two
of herbal liqueur to enhance the drink”.
Sood cites the Bacardi Legacy cocktail
competition as providing an example of
this trend. “Lots of people were using
Chartreuse to aromatise their drinks.
They help provide that key balance. They
have such a unique herbal base and you
can pick out all the flavours.”
Quality is key for James Rackham,
founder of UK agency Emporia brands,
which counts among its portfolio the
Gabriel Boudier range of liqueurs.
Rackham says: “Liqueurs are showing
significant growth, not just in case
volume increases but also value. The
market is showing healthy growth in
trading up.
"Boudier’s position is that it’s the Rolls
Royce in the liqueurs category. It uses
 p48
artisan processes, 100% fruit,
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Liqueurs
no essences. In all our products we have
complete traceability.”
Rackham says that even in countries
facing extremely tough economic
conditions, such as Greece and Spain,
high quality liqueurs are finding favour.
“The strategy is to get to the bartenders
and win their approval and then, little by
little, gain the respect of the retailers who
normally will look at the commercial in
terms of price and marketing support. In
our case they’re looking at quality first.
Quality is winning our distribution.
“I visit many countries that Boudier
is present in and the experience is very
similar everywhere. Greece is probably
one of the most challenging markets
because of the economic situation. I
recently spent three days and nights there
and the on-trade in Athens is thriving
and the quality end is strong. The on
trade bar culture is continually looking to
improve quality – that will never change
– and even in a tough economic market
the retail market is strong at the top end
and at entry level.
“Over the past 20 or 30 years with the
economic swings people have enjoyed
luxury and quality when they have
money in their pockets. We are looking
at an increasing number of people who
appreciate what quality is but they are
having a bit less of it. Everyone in Greece
instead of going out four times a week
is going out two nights a week, so they
are halving their expenditure in terms
of entertaining but not paring down on
quality. The number of people coming
in has increased so the total market is
looking good.”

Collaboration
Boudier’s top range is the result of a
collaboration with Patrick Berton, who
runs the Bernard Loiseau three-Michelin
starred restaurant in Burgundy. Bernard
Loiseau Liqueurs by Gabriel Boudier
are said to “combine the skill of one of
the world’s finest micro-distillers and
the experience of a chef at the peak of
his powers”, creating a range of flavour
combinations that offer “exciting new
possibilities for cocktails” and which also
“have the potential to test the creativity
of chefs as an ingredient in a whole range
of imaginative dishes”.
With flavours including Raspberry
& Thyme, Strawberry & Tasmanian
Pepper and Apple & Earl Grey Tea, the
range certainly echoes the interest in
gastronomy that has filtered down to the
drinks sector and, in particular, liqueurs.
48 Drinks International

Liqueurs
take in the
spectrum –
nuts, berries,
fruit
jamie
Stephenson

Jamie Stephenson

But just how invested in new bar
trends is the consumer? Sood asks: “Are
consumers five years behind? In terms of
the mainstream consumers want to drink
Mojitos and that’s what sells and what
works. It has moved on from Sex on the
Beach and Screaming Orgasms. We need
these new trends as bartenders to make
ourselves feel good, but it takes us much
longer to make trends break out of the
bars. I don’t think people cook the same

foods they go out to eat but you do see
seasonal and local food more prominent
and breaking into the supermarkets.
Drinks don’t have that kind of stage.”
In terms of liqueurs he uses himself
Sood says he is “a big fan of Aperol”
– which, he is keen to point out, is
technically a pouring bitters “but in
some ways it has the sweetness of some
liqueurs”.
Meanwhile, Caporale favours fruit
liqueurs, saying: “Fresh fruits are good
but sometimes they are not as ready as
they should be so I use liqueurs to boost
it up.”
Indeed, as mixologist Jamie Stephenson
says: “Liqueurs take in the entire
spectrum – nuts, berries, fruits, spices,
herbs – there’s so much scope. They are
still used to bring balance which is the
most important thing to me – if you have
a souring agent you need something to
bring balance.”
And he, too, sings the praises of fruit
liqueurs, using fruit blends to provide
the balance in a cocktail. “Why have
an apple vodka when you have vodka
and you have apple? The only time I
would consider using apple vodka is
in a competition where ingredients are
limited.”
He continues: “The category is wider
than its ever been. Ten years ago there
wasn’t much sophistication from drinks
or consumers,” and here he echoes
Sood, “it was all Sex on the Beach and
Screaming Orgasms. It was with the
advent of style bars in 2000 when we
saw the introduction of fresh fruit and
muddled cocktails and moved away from
the Tom Cruise performance style of
bartending.
"We have been evolving since then.
Gastronomy as a concept has been big
business over the past few years and it
shows.”
As the global appetite for unusual
flavour combinations continues to grow,
liqueurs look set to keep pace with
gastronomy and bring food for thought
into the world’s style bars where the
mixologist’s art introduces consumers
to new palate-tingling experiences.
The growing liqueurs category looks
set to continue its success for some while
to come. DI
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B

razil – the place is nuts. Last time I was there I partied hard and had a close shave with
a bottle of cachaça. It all happened at the Copa… Copacobana.
It’s a lot of fun there you know and, at the same time, it’s a magnificent country.
From the splendid southern beaches in Florianópolis to the deep and rich rain forests
around Manaus, it is one of the most beautiful South American locales. In between you have two
world-beating cosmopolitan cities in Sao Palo and Rio and, thanks to events such as the carnival
in the latter, there’s a general view that Brazilians know how to enjoy themselves.
There’s a bit of drinks history here too. The Caipirinha has its own place in the annals of cocktail
culture, the “little country drink” having taken cachaça to the corners of the globe. And cachaça is
an important ingredient for native imbibers, the number-one spirit here in fact, with the incredibly
enthusiastic consumption elevating the category to a position of global standing that competes
with all other spirits, despite the fact that the export market is thought to make up only around
2% of sales.
But the Caipirinha and cachaça are only part of the Brazilian story and in recent years there’s
been a revival in cocktail interest with a revolution on the bar menu. The ongoing dissemination
of historical sources through bartender forums, combined with the passion to learn and invent
new techniques, means Brazil is starting to catch up with other parts of the world.
This renewed passion for discerning drinks encouraged Diageo to take its World Class
competition here earlier in the year and the event was plastered across Facebook with an
army of excited tenders getting involved. And, with a global focus expected on the country
as it prepares to host not only a World Cup but an Olympics as well, you can expect the
quality of drinks here to keep improving.
Having said all that, it would seem most of the voters in this, our Top 50 Bars of the
World Brazil focus, selected a hotel bar as their first choice.
Some of my most enjoyable drinking experiences happened in independent shacks
a stone’s throw from the favelas but, as ever, the voters for these bars are the bar
professionals on the ground in Brazil. In honesty, it stands to reason that the
hotels with the investment in staff and stock can provide the stability of a
career in bartending, but if you make it over to Brazil there are plenty of
independents well worth checking out.
Here it is then. Enjoy the list and feedback from the industry and if
you have any of your own views they are always welcome.
Tom Sandham, World’s Best Bars editor
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Bar do Copa
(Copacabana Palace)
Avenida Atlântica, Rio de Janeiro
copacabanapalace.com

A

s Barry Manilow so rightly sang, the Copacabana is “the hottest
spot north of Havana” and this bar is bang in the middle of all
the action. The pool at the Copacabana Palace is largely regarded
as one of the key places to be seen
sat by – perhaps that depends on what you look
like and what, indeed, you’re doing, but generally
speaking it seems a rather cool hangout.
Open since 1923, it makes a song and dance
about the fact that Fred Astaire and Ginger
Rogers were once here, while the Rolling Stones
apparently prepared in the grand salon before a
concert on the beach. Based on Keith Richard’s
latest memoirs, you have to wonder what that preparation entailed.
The Bar de Copa is a relatively new addition to the hotel’s pool area. A lot
of time and effort has gone into the list and the staff seem to know their
cocktail onions, but there’s a lot of bling and champagne to get through
first. Much like the people, then, it’s exclusive, pretty and enjoys showing off
– but if you’re in Rio it’s the perfect place to start an otherwise debauched
evening with a cocktail.

World bars: quest for the best
In this latest of Drinks International’s in-depth surveys,
owners and managers of 50 elite bars throughout
Brazil were contacted directly by Leslie Henry
Research to learn their choice of top bars
and spirits.
This month’s report covers the best
bars within this area, as selected by
this group of industry insiders.

Not all raspberries are created equal

Inferior tasting fruit means
inferior tasting cocktails.

varieties from Poland and

So we travel the world in

Chile. If you’re going to

search of the very best.

create the finest cocktails,

For us that means only the

the least we can do is give

most vibrant, handpicked,

you the very best fruit

sun-ripened
Shutterstock/David Davis
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Meeker and Polana

nature provides.

You l Spirit l funkin l The Perfect Cocktail
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Bar D’Hotel, Marina Palace

Rio Scenarium, Rio de Janiero

Avenida Delfim Moreira
630 – Leblon, Rio de Janeiro

Rua do Lavrádio
36 – Centro, Rio de Janeiro

hotelmarina.com.br

rioscenarium.com.br

T

T

he truth is, if you have a great space for your bar you’re almost
guaranteed to pull in the punters. It’s true that decent drinks and
service keep people coming back, but the bar at Marina Palace
could possibly rely on one-time visits and still keep coining it in.
This is because the bar has a breathtaking view of the Copacabana beach
and Sugarloaf mountain. Crack open a beer up here and you’ll question the
logic of your return flight home and, while it might not be one of the newest
hotels in Rio, as I say, it has the view, which might explain how it got listed so
high up in the Brazilian poll.

hree from three for Rio as this place completes a trio of top venues
from the carnival capital. Unlike the others in the top three though,
this bar is set away from the beaches and has much more of an
independent feel to it.
There’s a touch of boho style to the decor, converted as the bar is from an
old warehouse, but it remains a safe bet for the tourist who wants to flirt with
the locals and it’s not quite the favela chic.
Even so, it can be a lot of fun if the right band is on and they fire out the
Caipirinhas to keep things lively.

Bar Brahma
Centro, Avenida São João, 677 – Sao Paulo
barbrahmasp.com
Originally an historic waterhole, the brand Bar
Brahma has been a mainstay in São Paolo for
decades. More recently it has been rolled out as a
brand, but catch it on a night when the bands are in
and it can still feel like something out of the 1950s.

Baretto
Fasano Hotel E Restaurante
88 Rua Vittorio Fasano, São Paulo
fasano.com.br
A sexy São Paolo offering (pictured below) that
opens its doors to the pretty people. The small
hotel group has pedigree, the Fasano family has
been serving up its successful brand of hospitality
for more than 100 years and the hotels have been
previously listed in the Condé Nast Top 50.

Skye Bar
Hotel Unique, Avenue Brigadeiro Luís Antônio
São Paulo
hotelunique.com.br
Sao Paulo has an epic skyline and it’d be a crime to
visit and not enjoy it with a drink. The Hotel Unique
(above) is an epic piece of architecture and also
delivers the perfect vista, so well worth a visit.

Bar do Juarez
Avenida Jurema, 324 – Sao Paolo
bardojuarez.com.br
Another favourite with the beer crowds there’s
a cafe-kitchen feel to it and, while it’s not a
fancy hotel bar, the locals like it and there’s a
friendly vibe.

Astor
Rua Delfina, 163 – Sao Paulo
barastor.com.br
A chilled-out venue for an older crowd in search
of a bite to eat. The beer always seems to earn
52 Drinks International

plaudits and it proves a pleasant stop in the Vila
Madalena district. There’s a speakeasy-style club
downstairs as well.

Bar Secreto
R Alvaro Anes, 97 – São Paulo
barsecreto.com.br
I’m no linguist but even I could determine the name
of this place has something to do with the door
policy. As a result you needn’t bother simply turning
up for a beer because you’ll need an invite. And the
invite had better come from a rich friend because it
ain’t cheap. Still, it seems to be one of the city’s über
cool hang outs.

Devassa
Rua General San Martin, 1241– Rio de Janeiro
devassa.com.br
Evidence that microbrewing is alive and well across
the globe, this bar’s brews have made their way out
to the city at large with the Brazilian chopp (draught
beer) here viewed by many as the best.
drinksint.com july 2011
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The experts’ view
Joel Andrade, Sagatiba commercial manager, Latin America

Rafael Pizanti, head bartender of Bar do Copa

he best bars in Brazil are those where happiness, beautiful people and
new trends are together. As a country with high temperatures, Brazil’s
most popular beverage by far is beer, even in the most sophisticated
bars, clubs and restaurants. The wine culture has become popular too.
But more recently cocktail culture is gathering speed. We have a long way
to go with this, but we have started. It helps that the economic situation has
improved a lot in the past eight
years and the middle classes
are going out much more and
experimenting with new drinks. As
a result, consumption has improved
across all categories.
The best cities for cocktails
remain São Paulo and Rio de
Janeiro, where the GNP represents
more than 50% of the of the
country total. Here we’re seeing
dynamic bars helped by the fact
that Brazilians move between the
sophisticated bars and the more
easygoing bars.
In terms of the spirits they’re
drinking, cachaça remains number
one and enjoys mass consumption.
Also popular is whisky, particularly
in the more trendy bars. Rum is
popular across the spectrum but
something like vodka tends to be restricted to the trendy bars.
But, as I say, things are changing and I believe the future of drinking in
Brazil will see the high consumption of cocktails in bars with well-trained
bartenders and staff.
We believe we are going to have the Brazilian Decade with the sports events
in 2013 ( Federation Cup), 2014 (World Cup) and 2016 (Olympic Games). The
events will consolidate Brazil as one of the most important places to visit to
have fun.

he most popular drinks in the Bar do Copa are those made with vodka
and champagne, but these are followed closely by those made with
tequila. We also sell a lot of classic cocktails such as Dry Martini,
Manhattan, Gin Fizz, Tom Collins, Old Fashioned, Mojito, Negroni, and
Bloody Mary. We of course serve our famous Caipirinhas – we’ve got a list and
the ingredients include a choice of 12 tropical and citrus fruits, which would
certainly put them in the category of Fruity Drinks.
It’s amazing how popular
cocktails have become. Besides
our classic cocktails we are always
introducing new ones. Brazilian
bartenders are coming into their
own by experimenting, being
creative and learning all the latest
techniques from fellow bartenders
in the US, Europe and Asia.
Today the most popular
bars in Rio are those that mix
gastronomy with bar service
– the independent type of bar.
Of course good quality music,
whether background or live,
makes a big difference. Luxurious
and sophisticated bars such as the
Bar do Copa, Mr Lam, Meza Bar,
the Astor Bar and 5-star hotel bars
are considered the “in bars”.
And, with new techniques and ideas arriving every day, the quality of bars will
continue to improve. The new interest in cocktails and new information means
things such as botanical vapours, ice, crystallised and sculptured in front of the
customer, are just some of the newer techniques.
From non-alcoholic fruit juice bars to the most sophisticated bars, there is no
limit. In Rio for instance, we have the Greenwich Village-type bars in Leblon. We
also are beginning to have excellent airport bars, 5-star hotel bars, pubs and, of
course, the nightclub bars.

T
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Tiny tasters

Call for Monin Cup

The creators of pocket-sized sleeping space Yotel have introduced a

UK bartenders are invited to compete

and compete for the title of Monin

drinking, dining and entertaining space at its New York outpost.

in the Monin Cup Cocktail Competition

Cocktail Cup Champion and a cheque

Four at Yotel Times Square is an 18,000sq ft “series of connected spaces”

and the winner will represent the UK at

for £500.

featuring a bar that includes “Latin-Asian cocktails”. On the menu are

the international finals next year.
The UK Monin Cup will take place
on Tuesday August 16 in London’s

Second place will receive a cheque

sharing drinks – Passion Plantation Punch, Peach & Bourbon Tea, Sake
Sangria – and pitchers of frozen, fruity margaritas. Other cocktails include

for £250 and third £100.

mango-ginger Martinis (vodka, mango, ginger, elderflower liqueur), Asian

The competition is open to

Academy Bar (LAB), Soho from noon.

bartenders in the UK aged between

Michelada (Kirin Ichiban beer, serrano citrus, salt). The space features

Entrants must submit in advance one

18 and 27. Entrants must submit the

a terrace with views of the Manhattan skyline. Chef Richard Sandoval,

alcoholic and one non-alcoholic cocktail

following information by email to:

a partner in the project, said: “Around the world, socialising revolves

recipe. Each recipe must feature at least

James Coston (jcoston@b-opie.com)

around food and drink. Flavours and rituals vary, but dining is ultimately

one Monin product, including one syrup

by July 24, 2011:

what brings us together.”

and one fruit purée.

Name of competitor

Competitors will have up to eight

Name and address of bar

minutes to create both cocktails and

Bartending history

must bring ingredients with them,

Shirt size

except for Monin products which will

Email address

be provided.

Contact phone number

A judging panel will consider taste,

Ingredients (in ml)

visual presentation of the cocktail,

Glassware

consistency of drinks, creativity and style.

Garnish

The winner will go through to the
international finals in France next year

Method (stirred, shaken, blended etc)
Names of cocktails

Britner’s Blog

DI’s Lucy Britner gets the lowdown on vodka from the man in the know

D

o you meet the Russian Standard? I recently met

global vodka brand”, he told us the company only uses

Russian Standard vodka founder Roustam Tariko’s

winter wheat from the Black Soil region of Russia. Winter

college roommate. In fact, he works for the firm, too.
Igor Galburt is the company’s global brand ambassador
(though it also says on his business card executive VP

wheat is planted in September, gets snowed on and is
harvested around this time of year. Generally, winter wheat
has a higher gluten content.

corporate affairs – very American-sounding) and he came

Then there’s the filtration – for the Platinum it’s silver-

to give us a Russian Standard injection. Are you aware of

impregnated charcoal and for Imperia it’s quartz crystals.

the how the brand got its name, for example? I’ll tell you…

Quartz creates static electricity that binds ethanol and

The chap who came up with the Periodic Table of
Elements, which I hadn’t thought about since high school
science, came up with a ‘standard’ for vodka production.

water molecules together for a smoother vodka. The
distillery also uses its own vodka to wash out the bottles.
What about flavours? Everyone else does it. Igor

After sorting out the table, Russia’s own Dimitri

says no. But he also says “never say never”. He did

Mendeleev became the director of the bureau of weights

emphasise, though, that if Russian Standard produced a

and measures and in that role
created the vodka standard,
which became law and all
vodka had to be 40%abv. It’s
thought this standardisation
prevented many from dying of
drinking moonshine.
As Igor further lifted the skirt
on what he calls “Russia’s only
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flavour, it would be something

winter wheat is
planted in september,
gets snowed on
and is harvested
around this time
of year

traditionally Russian.
The Russian Standard
company also owns the Miss
Russia contest and she helps
spread the word around the
world. It seems Roustam and
Igor aren’t just rebranding vodka,
they’re rebranding Russia.
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world class for uk’s finest
Jamie MacDonald (left) of The Raconteur in Edinburgh has
been crowned the UK’s best bartender at the UK final of
World Class 2011.
He will now join 33 other finalists from around the world

Other participating markets include Brazil, Mexico,
China, India, Taiwan, Vietnam, Australia and Thailand.
Here’s Jamie’s winning recipe:
Chaste (Latin: Purity)

at the World Class Global Final in Delhi, India. Judges

Ingredients

will include Dale DeGroff, one of the world’s premier

30ml Ketel One vodka

mixologists; Hidetsugu Ueno, Tokyo’s leading cocktail

15ml Benedictine

aficionado; Salvatore Calabrese, renowned as the ‘maestro’

20ml sweet Italian vermouth

of bartending; Peter Dorelli, former president of the

4 dashes Fee Brothers grapefruit bitters

Bartender’s Guild; and Gary Regan, author and journalist.

4 dashes Tobacco bitters

In the day-long UK final, Jamie and his fellow finalists

7ml Lagavulin 16-year-old whisky

were tested to the limit on bartending knowledge, mixology
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and innovation, with contestants demonstrating their

Method

creativity using surprise ingredients. After 14 bartenders

Stir all ingredients with block ice in cut mixing

were whittled down (from the 600 who entered the

glass for controlled dilution. Strain and serve in a

competition) to the final two, Jamie went head-to-head with

chilled side vessel accompanied with a chilled fluted

Julien De Feral of Lutyens in London.

cocktail/ice sphere presented with tobacco bitters.

bartenders invited to a
rendezvous with chambord
Black raspberry liqueur brand Chambord is

revealed, and served, at the second annual

looking for talented bartenders and chefs from

Chambord Rendezvous on September 13 2011.

across the UK to enter their best creations in this

The Chambord Rendezvous is open to everyone

year’s Chambord Rendezvous competition. (At

from the UK drinks industry to register for the

last year’s inaugural event, Drinks International

guest list, and is held as an annual thank you to

ate a canapé off a swan’s back! It’s an exciting

the trade.

shindig.) This year’s Rendezvous will be at One

In October, the six winners will head off on a

Mayfair and celebrity DJ Edith Bowman (inset)

“luxury trip” to Paris and the Loire Valley, to see

will be on hand to spin the tunes.

where Chambord is crafted.

Competition entries will be judged by a panel

The competition closes at midnight on

of industry experts including The Difford, Andy

August 13 with the website remaining open

Pearson, Michael Butt and Alex Turner.

for guest list registration until 12 September.

  The winning dishes and drinks will be

chambordrendezvous.com.
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Cutting it at the fringe
Rob Lawson

Tom Sandham and Ben McFarland, both of whom are Drinks
International contributors (the former a great deal more than the
latter!), are debuting at the famous Edinburgh Festival Fringe with
their The Thinking Drinker’s Guide to Alcohol.
The pair will “champion alcohol (beware of Alcohol Concern
and Alcohol in Moderation) and reveal how it played a role in love,
literature and learning since the dawn of time”.
Tom Sandham, who writes DI’s World’s Best Bars section, said:
“Everyone knows that we have an acute drinking problem in this
country, but it’s not because we drink too much. It’s because we
don’t drink the right drinks. We need to replace quantity with
quality and in our show the audience gets to sample some seriously
sexy spirits. People don’t tend to think while they drink anymore

BOOK
SHELF
Wine, Terroir and Climate Change
This is very much a technical book.
More for the lab bench than the
coffee table. Dr John Gladstones
is an Australian agricultural
scientist who has a “distinguished
record in the breeding, agronomy
and botany of crop and pasture
legumes”. As the publisher says,
this book is for anyone interested
in the “future interaction between
climate, climate change and
viticulture”.
Published by Wakefield Press
Price: US$59.95

and collectively, somewhere and somehow, we’ve mislaid the art of
informed imbibing. I know we definitely had it when we went to
that fourth pub. Can’t remember the name but there was definitely a

Funkin Fairtrade

nice barmaid.”
McFarland, twice named Beer Writer of the Year, said: “Alcohol
is blamed for nearly all of society’s ills but that’s because it’s all too
often abused by those who don’t give it the respect and reverence it

Our friends at Funkin have changed
Ben (left) and Tom: champions of booze

deserves. Our aim is to adorn the audience with a more enlightened

their fruit sourcing so its blueberries
are now wild harvested, its bananas

appreciation of alcohol in all its finest forms.

come from Fairtrade farmers and the

“If you put 50 strangers in a room and serve them water, you’ll

LISTING DETAILS: THE THINKING DRINKER’S GUIDE TO

blackcurrants are organically grown.

get some stilted discussion at best. Give them the gift of drink and

ALCOHOL

you’ve got yourself a party. There’ll be laughing and tomfoolery-

Venue: The Hut, Pleasance Courtyard		

100% natural ingredients with all of

laden tastings, friendships will be formed, romances will be sparked,

Dates: August 4-29, 1pm

the fruits grown under the sun, rather

imaginations will be inflamed and inhibitions will be shown the

Tickets: £5 (previews), £9 (£8), £11 (£10)		

than in those plastic landscape poly

door. Oh… and did we mention the free drinks?”

Booking: 0131 556 6550 pleasance.co.uk

tunnels. No excuses now then.

The major fruit purée brand claims

Royal Salute salutes royals
with charity sponsorship
Chivas Brothers – the whisky and gin division of Pernod Ricard – has announced
that its premium scotch whisky blend, Royal Salute, is to be the sponsoring
brand of the Foundation Team headed by the Duke of Cambridge at The
Foundation Polo Challenge.
The match takes place on July 9 at the beachside Santa Barbara Polo &
Racquet Club, California.
Prince William and Prince Harry’s Foundation Polo Challenge raises funds for
The American Friends of the Foundation of Prince William and Prince Harry.
The Duke of Cambridge will be watched by his wife in what will be the
couple’s first official tour of the US, from July 8-10.
Royal Salute was created as a tribute by Chivas Brothers to Queen Elizabeth
II upon her coronation in 1953.
According to Chivas Brothers, Royal Salute has a “long legacy of paying
tribute to nobility and leadership. It is part of the brand’s DNA”.

Christian Porta chairman & CEO
Chivas Brothers presents a bottle of
Royal Salute to Prince William at the
Sentebale Polo Cup
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